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(ABSTRACT) 

Mixed model equations to predict additive and nonadditive genetic values also predict specific 

combining abilities or combination effects among sire and dams or among sires and maternal 

grandsires (mgs). Current mating programs, utilizing nonadditive genetic variance only by avoiding 

mating between close relatives to prevent inbreeding depression, could be improved upon by use 

of predicted combination effects due to nonadditive variation beyond inbreeding. Simulation was 

employed to evaluate increase in progeny performance from nonrandom mating based on predicted 

combination effects among sires and mgs over random mating. Nonrandom mating strategies in- 

cluded mate allocation by linear programming, which is optimum, and two approximations, se- 

quential selection based on progeny merit, and sequential selection based on deviation of progeny 

merit from mgs average. Genetic parameters were heritability equal to .05, .15, or .25 and ratio of 

dominance variance to phenotypic variance equal to .05, .10, or .15. These dominance ratios rep- 

resent the range of recent estimates for yield and type traits. A total of 400 bulls were grouped by 

.99, .85, and .70 PTA reliability, with the first group being sires and mgs of the others. Using re- 

currence equations for combination effects, a matrix of true combination effects among the bulls 

was created. Reliabilites for estimated combination effects were computed for three types of bull 

populations; one with much information available (.41 to .79 ), one with little information ( .15 to 

.41 ) and one with an intermediate amount of information available (.15 to .79) and used to form 

matrices of estimated combination effects. Herds consisted of cows sired by .99 and .85 reliability 

bulls. Four mating groups of 123 cows, mated to 10 bulls from all bull groups, produced heifers 

to replace the herd. Herds were replicated 20 times for each type of bull population and each 

combination of heritability and dominance ratio. The three nonrandom mating strategies yielded



means significantly different from random mating (p < .05). When scaled by the standard deviation 

of milk yield, gains made by linear programming were 12.3 to 40.1 kg for low reliability populations, 

16.4 to 46.4 kg for intermediate reliability populations, and 31.0 to 80.3 kg for high reliability 

populations. Herds modified to utilize embryo transfer had less gain in progeny merit due to com- 

bination effects (20kg) with nonrandom mating compared to non-ET herds with identical 

heritability and dominance ratio, when donor cows were selected by estimated breeding value. Se- 

lection of donor cows based on combination effects yielded large gains (90.72kg) but such selection 

would only be justified in populations where nonadditive variance was more important than addi- 

tive. A procedure for routinely approximating reliabilites of combination effects using information 

from three sources (information on parent subclasses, information on progeny subclasses, and re- 

cords in subclass of interest) was presented.
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Introduction 

Genetic variation is often partitioned into additive and nonadditive components. Nonadditive 

genetic variation occurs when the effect of a gene differs depending on which gene is present at the 

same locus (causing dominance variance) or at another locus (causing additive-by-additive vari- 

ance). Interactions between more than two genes may also contribute to nonadditive variance. If 

the effect of a gene depends on which other genes are present, then genetic merit of an animal as a 

parent depends on genotype of its mates. 

As early as 1940 the possibility that the “merit of a sire proved on one group of females would 

be quite different from his merit when proved on another group“ was being investigated by Seath 

and Lush (28). In 1965 Allaire and Henderson (3) asked the question again ‘Do progeny of Sire 

A which have Bull B as their maternal grandsire, produce above or below the level of other progeny 

of Sire A having other maternal grandsires with equal additive genetic merit as B ?‘. The same 

question, in effect, is being asked by breeders today: does choice of mating make a difference ? and 

if so, how should this difference be quantified (5) ? Breeders are “waiting for the day when the 

computer tells us which bull works best on the daughters of any other given bull‘ (21). 

These questions all refer to the potential superiority of nonrandom mating over random mat- 

ing in a breeding program. Superiority of nonrandom mating would be expected when total eco- 
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nomic merit is a nonlinear function of the component traits, when traits have intermediate optima, 

or when nonadditive genetic variation exists. 

Within a population, nonadditive genetic variation, if it exists, can be utilized through mating 

plans that are based on estimates of specific combining abilities (SCAs) among sires and dams. 

Methods for obtaining Best Linear Unbiased Predictions of SCAs, in addition to prediction of 

breeding values, that employ genetic relationships among SCAs and allow prediction of SCAs 

without records are becoming available (14,16,36). Furthermore recent estimations of genetic pa- 

rameters suggest that nonadditive variation may exist for some important quantitative traits 

(15,31,32,34). 

The main objective of this study was to investigate whether progeny merit can be improved © 

significantly if a breeding plan utilizes nonadditive genetic variation by nonrandomly mating se- 

lected individuals in a population with nonadditive genetic variation. 

Progeny merit per generation resulting from random and nonrandom mating of parents se- 

lected on estimated breeding values are shown in Figure 1 on page 3. The slope of the line plotting 

progeny merit per generation against generation number for random mating is equal to the theore- 

tical rate of genetic progress per generation. This rate is the product of accuracy of breeding value 

estimation, selection intensity, and additive genetic standard deviation. 

Progeny merit that results from nonrandom mating utilizing dominance variation is repres- 

ented by a line parallel to that for random mating. The vertical distance between the two lines 

(indicated by arrow) represents gain in progeny merit per generation from nonrandom mating based 

on dominance effects, which is not cumulative. Similar to genetic progress per generation, gain in 

progeny merit from nonrandom mating depends on three factors, accuracy of estimated specific 

combining abilities, dominance standard deviation, and the efficiency of mate allocation. The lines 

are parallel since nonrandom mating based on dominance effects alone will not increase the rate 

of genetic progress. If nonrandom mating was based on additive-by-additive effects and dominance 

effects, rate of genetic progress would increase because a portion of the additive-by-additive gene 

combination effects are inherited from a parent. Additionally, inclusion of nonadditive effects in 
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Figure 1. Expected increase in progeny merit per generation over time with random and nonrandom 
mating 
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genetic evaluation may increase rate of genetic progress by reducing prediction error variances, 

thereby, allowing more accurate evaluation of additive effects. 

Efficiency of mate allocation is determined by the extent to which mating decisions can be 

based on estimated specific combining ability which is limited through the selection of parents on 

estimated breeding value and other factors such as semen cost, and by the mating strategy used for 

Maximizing progeny merit. 

The current investigation will included the following specific objectives. 

1. To quantify improvement in progeny merit from nonrandom mating in AI population 

structures with varied levels of additive and dominance variance, through sire x maternal grandsire 

(mgs) combination effects. 

2. To determine the accuracy of prediction of sire x dam or sire x maternal grandsire combi- 

nation effects and to provide a method for routinely computing reliabilities of predictions of com- 

bination effects. 

3. To compare strategies for mate allocation which utilize predictions of specific combining 

abilities. 
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Literature Review 

Nonadditive Genetic Variance 

Genotypic variance, measuring the variation in genotypic value among individuals in a popu- 

lation, is often partitioned into additive and nonadditive variance. The additive component is the 

variation among breeding values or additive effects, and the nonadditive variance measures variation 

due to interactions of alleles at the same or different loci in the genotype. In large, randomly mating 

populations, nonadditive variance can be further partitioned into dominance variance, caused by 

interaction among alleles, additive-by-additive variance, caused by interactions among two genes 

at different loci, and higher order interactions (9). 

Dominance Variance 

Dominance variance measures the variation among dominance effects in a population. At a single 

locus, the deviation of the genotypic value of the heterozygote from the average genotypic value 

of the homozygotes is the dominance deviation, d (33). The dominance effect is the average re- 
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placement value of a gene pair at one locus above the additive genetic value. The dominance effects 

at a locus with two alleles are 2pqd, -2q?d, and -2p7d for the heterozygote and two homozygotes, 

respectively, where p and q are the allelic frequencies (9). The dominance effect is dependent on 

gene frequency and therefore is a property of a population. The sum over all loci affecting a par- 

ticular trait is the dominance value for an individual. The dominance variance at one locus with 

two alleles ts: 

Va= (2pqd)" [1] 

If there is no dominance, d = 0, and hence the dominance variance is 0. For d # 0, the var- 

lance is maximum when p = q = .5. When an allele is present at a very low frequency, then 

dominance variance is small (9,33). 

Additive-by-additive Variance 

Additive-by-additive variance measures the variation in the additive-by-additive (AxA) effect. 

This is the effect of the combination of a gene from one locus and a gene from another locus above 

the effect of each of the genes taken singly. at another locus.) While the dominance effect was an 

intra-locus interaction among genes, the additive-by-additive is an inter-locus interaction effect. 

Nonadditive Variation in Quantitative traits 

Traditionally, nonadditive effects have been ignored in breeding programs because little is 

known about the magnitude of nonadditive variation (9). Often, nonadditive variance is presumed 

small in comparison to additive variance (9,33), and methods for estimating nonadditive genetic 

parameters and individual effects, and strategies for their use in breeding programs are not well de- 
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veloped (13). However, evidence of the existence of gene interaction (18), the discovery of traits 

which have a large proportion of nonadditive genetic variation (9), and recent development in 

computing techniques (14,16,29,35,36) require further investigation of nonadditive genetic effects 

on quantitative traits. 

Kacser and Burns (18) investigated the molecular basis of dominance. Enzyme response curves 

indicated that the biological expression of characters was based on a system of enzymes in which 

the role of each enzyme could be characterized by a sensitivity coefficient. The sensitivity coefficient 

of each enzyme was altered by a change in any one enzyme in the system. This interactive re- 

lationship among the enzymes necessitates an interactive relationship between the effects of the 

genes controlling the enzymes. 

The existence of heterosis and inbreeeding depression has been well documented. Smith and 

Maki-Tanila (29) state that these effects are due to the existence of dominance of alleles at many 

loci and, therefore, dominance should be regarded as an essential feature of models for quantitative 

traits. 

Kacser and Burns (18) contradict this. There may be a small difference in enzyme activity 

between alleles at some loci. These polygenic loci will be mainly additive with small additive and 

very small dominance components. This would not account for inbreeding depression. Some loci 

with large effects on fitness carry detrimental recessive alleles at low frequency. Inbred individuals 

are homozygous at a larger fraction of loci, and possibly homozygous for some detrimental recessive 

alleles. Therefore inbreeding depression may be mainly due to deleterious recessive genes at loci not 

contributing much to dominance variance because of extreme allele frequencies. 

Nonadditive genetic effects may be of greater importance in certain traits. Fisher has postu- 

lated that the rate of change of fitness of a population is proportional to the additive genetic vari- 

ance remaining in the population. A population in equilibrium with its environment should have 

little or no additive genetic variance for fitness (24). Genetic variation that does exist would be due 

to nonadditive genetic variation. This theory, however, has been strongly criticized (8). 

Variance for two reproductive traits in Drosophila melanogaster has been estimated and par- 

titioned as in Table 1, which follows (9,25): 
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Table 1. Variance components for ovary size and number of eggs in Drosophila melanogasta expressed 
as a percent of phenotypic variance. 

  

% of Phenotypic Variance 
  

  

Source of Variation Ovary Eggs 

Phenotypic 100 100 
Additive genetic 30 18 
Nonadditive genetic 35 44 
Environmental 35 38 
  

These estimates indicate that traits exist for which the non-additive variance is greater than the ad- 

ditive variance . 

Previous Studies of Nonadditive effects in Livestock 

Seath and Lush (28) investigated ‘“‘nicking‘‘, matings or groups of matings that were partic- 

ularly good. As possible causes of nicking, errors in the estimation of parental breeding values which 

bias predicted progeny merits, chance combination of positive and negative Mendelian sampling in 

particular offspring, or nonadditive combination effects were mentioned. The data included 

Holstein, Jersey, Ayrshire, and Guernsey sires, with a total of 13 sires and 200 daughters overall. 

Daughters were grouped in sire x maternal grandsire (mgs) subclasses. Analyses of Variance for 

each sire separately were computed to compare mean-squares for between and within subclasses. 

Some subclasses contained only one daughter. 

There was no indication that gene interaction effects were important. It was concluded that 

even if nonadditive effects existed and were large, they would not be evident in a population bred 

such as dairy cattle was bred at that time. At the time of this study AI was just being introduced 

in the United States. Sire use was limited to a few cows in a few herds. There were not enough cows 

per subclass to allow for accurate estimation of nonadditive effects. 

Later Allaire and Henderson (3) examined sire x mgs subclasses with a larger data set to de- 

termine if differences among sire x maternal grandsire combination effects exist. Variance compo- 

nents of herd-mate deviation records for milk and fat yields (first lactation and mean yields which 
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were the average of all available lactations) were estimated. The data contained 200 Holstein sires 

with an average of 2.9 and 3.4 cows in each subclass for first lactation and mean yield, respectively. 

Estimates of variance due to sire, o?, maternal grandsire, o?, and sire x maternal grandsire 

interaction, o2,, were estimated by equating the sums of squares in a two-way classification with sire, 

maternal grandsire, and sire x maternal grandsire interaction to their expectations. Estimates of the 

structural components were used to estimate additive genetic variance, o?, additive-by-additive var- 

iance, o2,, and dominance variance, o2. Results for first lactation were similar to results for mean 

yield, given below. 

Table 2. Variance due to sire (s), maternal grandsire (mgs), sire by maternal grandsire (sxmgs), addi- 
tive effects (a), additive-by-additive effects (axa), and dominance effects (d), for milk and fat 

  

  

  

  

yield 

Variance component estimate 

trait S mgs sxmgs a axa d 

Milk yield! 3,080 504 335 6,645 22,699 -5,989 
Fat yield? 344 98 18 1,632 -1,024 800 

10 Ibs 
? Ibs 

The large amount of additive-by-additive variance for milk, in relation to additive variance, 

was unexpected. However, due to small numbers of daughters within each subclass, estimates had 

large sampling errors and it was suggested that little confidence should be placed in these estimates. 

Pooling nonadditive effects into environmental effects is not a poor assumption, even if the 

nonadditive variance is non-negligible, if the average dominance relationship between animals 1s 

very low and nonadditive variation is mostly due to dominance. Freeman and Henderson (10) 

characterized additive and nonadditive genetic relationships in a dairy cattle population in 1959. 

Average additive and nonadditive relationships were found to be low. In the data set used, the 

number of sires used in more than one herd was very small. 

Variance components for additive and non-additive genetic sources and non-genetic sources 

were estimated for litter size and weaning weight of New Zealand white rabbits in 1963 (26). The 

data consisted of records from 1,472 litters from randomly bred rabbits. Variance due to sire, dam, 

and sire x dam interaction were estimated by Henderson’s Method 2. The estimates of the structural 
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variance components were used to estimate genetic and environmental components, including var- 

iance due to additive genetic effects, dominance effects, epistatic effects, maternal effects, interaction 

of genotype of offspring and maternal effect of dam, and random environmental effects. Variance 

due to epistatic effects and interaction of genotype of offspring and maternal effect had to be set to 

zero so that the remaining variances could be determined from the 3 structural components. 

The components were calculated as follows, in Table 3. 

Table 3. Variance components of litter size and litter weaning weight in New Zealand rabbits ex- 
pressed as percent of total variance. 

  

  

Variance litter litter weaning 
component size weight 

additive 3 0 
dominance 65 74 
maternal 28 25 
environmental 5 ] 
  

It is likely that the interaction effect of offspring genotype and maternal effect or more generally, 

an environmental litter effect common to all littermates, exists. When assumed zero, this variance 

component biases estimate of dominance and additive-by-additive variance upward. 

Since the above studies were conducted, use of AI in the American dairy cattle population has 

become more widespread, from an estimated 7,359 inseminations in 1939 to about 7,000,000 in 

1979 (6). Widespread use of popular sires in Al has provided many more additive and dominance 

relationship ties among animals. In a Holstein population consisting of daughters of sires with 

daughters in at least 250 herds, sire x mgs combinations include up to 4215 daughters (34) with 8 

as an average. 

VanRaden (34) more recently estimated nonadditive variation for milk and fat yield in 

Holsteins. The data consisted of 879 bulls including sires and maternal grandsires which had been 

born between 1970 and 1982 and had daughters in at least 250 herds. An additional 124 bulls were 

included for relationship ties and a total of 765,868 records were used. Variances were estimated 

by the tilde-hat approximation to REML (35). The sum of dominance and additive-by-additive 

variance accounted for between 3 and 6 percent of phenotypic variation. This is the range of 

nonadditive variation beyond the average effect of inbreeding since the model included regression 
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of yield on inbreeding coefficient. The regression of yield on inbreeding was estimated at -26 kg/1% 

for milk yield and -.9 kg/1% for fat yield. 

Templeman and Burnside estimated additive and nonadditive genetic variation for production 

traits in Canadian Holsteins (31). Data consisted of 550,821 Ist lactation records for milk and fat 

yield from 1980 to 1987. After edits 60,892 records remained. Two models were used, a hierachial 

model with dams nested within sires and a cross classified model. The hierarchial model assumes 

epistatic, common environmental, cytoplasmic and maternal effects among full sister families were 

unimportant. The cross classified model provided estimates of sire and dam variance components. 

Differences between the two parental variance components could imply the assumptions of the 

hierachial model were poor. Variance components for both models were estimated using a deriva- 

tive free REML algorithm. 

The hierarchial model yielded estimates for heritability of .40 + .03 and .32 + .03 for milk and 

fat yield respectively. Estimates of dominance variance as a proportion of phenotypic variance were 

.06 + .08 for milk yield and .24 + .08 for fat yield. For milk yield, estimates of parental variance 

components from the cross classified model were nearly identical. For fat yield the dam component 

was significantly greater than the sire component indicating that the estimates of dominance vari- 

ance for fat yield could be biased upwards. | 

Additive and nonadditive genetic variation were assessed for conformation traits in Canadian 

Holsteins (32). Records were Ist lactation, Ist classifcation type data from 1983 to 1987. After 

edits, 65,22] records remained. Traits considered were final score, general appearance, dairy char- 

acter, capacity, rump, feet and legs, mammary system, fore udder, and rear udder. The two models 

used for estimation of genetic variances for production traits, a hierachial model and a cross classi- 

fied model, were likewise used for conformation data. 

Estimates of dominance variance were significant or nearly significant for final score, capacity, 

general appearance, mammary gland, and fore udder. The ratio of dominance variance to 

phenotypic variance was significant for capacity (16%) and approached significance for final score 

(15%) and mammary system (13%). For the cross classified model, the difference between sire and 
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dam was significant for final score, general appearance, and feet and legs. This indicates that the 

dominance variance for final score may have been biased upwards. 

Hoeschele (15) estimated additive, dominance and additive-by-additive genetic variance com- 

ponents for cow fertility in Holsteins. Measures of fertility were days open and service period. 

First lactation fertility records for 379,009 cows with known sires were analyzed. Mgs were known 

for 49.7 % of the cows. The tilde-hat approximation to REML (35) was used with a nonadditive 

sire-mgs model derived from recurrence equations for additive, dominance, and additive-by-additive 

effects. 

Heritability in the narrow sense was estimated as 2% for days open and .8 % for service pe- 

riod, while heritability in the broad sense ranged from 2.2 to 6.6 %. Heritability in the broad sense 

was at least twice as large as heritability in the narrow sense. Average effect of 25% inbreeding was 

estimated to be around 3 days open, and effect of SCA among bulls due to nonadditive effects be- 

yond inbreeding ranged from 2 to 7 additional days open. 

Nonadditive Effects in a Breeding Program 

For single traits with extreme optimum and strictly additive inheritance, progeny merit is the 

average of the parent’s breeding values. The contribution to progeny merit of each parent is inde- 

pendent of the other parent. Therefore, selection of individually superior sires and dams followed 

by random mating of selected animals will maximize expected progeny merit (2). When traits are 

not inherited additively or the economic value of traits is not linear, expected progeny merit will 

be maximized through selection of superior sires and dams followed by non-random mating. The 

selection of mating pairs requires the prediction of progeny merit for each possible mating (2,17). 

When nonadditive genetic effects exist, prediction of progeny merit requires the evaluation of how 

well the genes of a sire combine with the genes of a dam, specific combining ability of sire and dam. 

Hoeschele and Van Raden (16) partitioned the dominance effect, d, of an individual into an 

inherited portion, f, and a non-inherited component, 6. The non-inherited portion is unique to 
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individuals due to Mendelian sampling. The inherited portion is a sire x dam combination effect 

that is the average dominance effect common to all members of a full sib family. Sire x dam sub- 

class effects are sums of interaction effects of genes in the sire with genes in the dam, and are in- 

herited through pathways involving pairs of animals. In contrast additive effects involve sums of 

single gene effects and ancestors are traced through individuals. 

For sire s, with parents ss and ds, and dam d, with parents sd and dd, recurrence equations for 

the dominance effect of an offspring of s and d and for the sire x dam combination effect are (16): 

d=fiq+6 [2a] 

and 

fsa = (ssa + Ss,aa + Sssa + Sas,d) 

— .25(fissa +Sos,aa + Sassa + Sasa) + € [25] 

where « is a random residual due to Mendelian sampling and var(s) = .250? 

Equation [2b] shows that the sire x dam combination effect has 8 parent combination effects 

which are shown in Figure 2. In [2b], combination of sire with dam is predicted from combination 

effect of sire with parents of dam and combination effect of dam with parents of sire. One quarter 

of combination effects of parents of sire with parents of dam are substracted to account for redun- 

dant information which exists because, for example, f},, and f,,, have f,., as a common parent. 

In populations where males have many and dams have few offspring, dominance covariances 

may be traced through common sires and maternal grandsires (16). In this case, dominance effects 

are partitioned into sire x mgs combination effects and residuals: 

d=fo mgs t 6. [3a] 

The sire x mgs combination effects are inherited and are again traced through ancestor path- 

ways involving pairs of animals which are outlined in Figure 3. For a sire, s, with sire ss and ma- 
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Figure 2. Parent subclasses of sire x dam subclass i: SS and DS are sire and dam, respectively, of 

S, and SD and DD are sire and dam, respectively, of D. Subclasses (S,D), .... (DS,DD) are 
identified by i,...,q. 
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Figure 3. Parent subclasses of sire x maternal grandsire subclass i: SS and MGSS are sire and 
maternal grandsire, respectively, of S, and SMGS and MMGS are sire and maternal 
grandsire, respectively, of MGS Subclasses (S,MGS), . . .. (MGSS,MMGS) are identified 
by i, ...,q. 
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ternal grandsire mgss, and for a maternal grandsire, mgs, with sire smgs and maternal grandsire 

mmgs, recurrence equation for sire x mgs combination effect is (16): 

Ss,mes = (fs, smgs + -Sfs,mmgs + fssmgs +f, mgss,mes) 

~ 25(fos,smes + Sss,mmgs + -Sfngs,smes + .25f, mgss,mmgs) +e [35] 

where « is a random residual due to Mendelian sampling and Var(e) = .4609c?. Sire x mgs effect 

is predicted from combination effect of sire with parents of maternal grandsire and combination 

effects of mgs with parents of sire. Fractions (.25, .125., or .0625) of combination effects of parents 

of sire with parents of mgs are subtracted to compensate for redundant information which exist - 

because, for example, fl mmgs ANd fi, mys HAVE fi, mmgs AS A COMMON parent subclass. 

VanRaden and Hoeschele (36) partitioned the additive-by-additive effect, AxA, into an inher- 

ited and a non-inherited portion. The inherited portion has three components, contribution from 

the sire measuring how well genes inherited from the sire combine, contribution from the dam 

measuring how well genes inherited from the dam combine, and a sire x dam combination effect 

measuring how well genes inherited from the sire combine with genes inherited from the dam. All 

three components consist of effects of interactions among two genes at different loci. Similar to 

dominance, writing an AxA effect in terms of its parent effects requires two recurrence equations : | 

AxA = .25(5) + .25(d) + ¢.g-+m [4a] 

Cod= C5 5d + Cs at ssa $ Cas,d) 

— 25(Cs5 sa + Cssda t Cassa + Cas,da) + © [45] 

where (s) and (d) are the AxA effect of the sire and dam, respectively, c,, is a combination effect 

of the sire and the dam, and m and « are segregation residuals. Equation [4a] ties the individual | 

to its parent effects, s, d, and c,,, while [4b] ties the combination effect, c,, to its parent effects. 
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Recurrence equation for dominance sire x dam combination effect, f, in [2b] is identical to that 

for additive-by-additive sire x dam combination effect, c,, in [4b] 

Whenever recurrence equations exist that express a genetic effect in terms of its parent effects, 

such as breeding value equals half of sire’s plus half of dam’s breeding values plus Mendelian sam- 

pling, inverses of relationship matrices can be formed rapidly and used in mixed model equations 

for predicting genetic effects of individuals with and without records (12,13,23,). Recurrence 

equations [2a], [2b], [3a], [3b], [4a], and [4b] allow prediction of dominance and additive-by- 

additive effects as well as sire x dam or sire x mgs combination effects through mixed model 

equations. Predictions of combination effects are predictions of specific combining ability that may 

be of use in mating programs. 

Mating Strategies 

Once progeny merit has been predicted, mating pairs can be selected. Various strategies for 

selection of mating pairs have been suggested. Allaire (1,2) considered selection to maximize 

progeny merit for traits which have non-linear economic values. Examples are maintenance traits 

in which there is no benefit from change in one direction while change in the other direction is 

undesirable, or traits that have an intermediate optimal value, such as leg set. To determine 

progeny merit when such traits are included in an index, one must apply the economic weight to 

the average metric value of the parents for each trait as follows: 

T= ey[-SUlg) + Lay) + e2L-5lg + Lap) + 

pl - SU sx + Lax)] [7] 

where e, is the economic weight for trait i, and where I,, [,; ang fa, are the index values for progeny, 

sire, and dam, for the i* trait, respectively. A matrix was set up with sires as rows, dams as columns 
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and Ip, for each combination as the elements. Males were selected which maximized net worth 

among a dams progeny (2). 

Kinghorn (19) presented a mating strategy to exploit heterosis when mating individuals from 

several breeds. Males and females were grouped by breed and were sorted within breed by esti- 

mated additive merit. Pairs with the highest sum of additive genetic effects plus heterosis effect for 

the breed combination were chosen. Animals ineligible for more breedings, e.g., females, were then 

eliminated. Due to large numbers of permutations this procedure was not applicable if many groups 

were involved. 

Selection of mating pairs to maximize progeny merit is relatively simple in the case of prese- 

lected dams and no restrictions on the sires (1,2,17). Maximization is more difficult when there are 

restrictions placed on the sires, which is often the case due to limited semen supplies, semen cost, 

and other restrictions imposed by the breeder. In this case, an early decision to mate a sire to a 

particular dam may preclude a more advantageous mating. 

Jansen and Wilton (17) used linear programming (LP) for mate selection to maximize progeny 

merit. Maximization is achieved with an algorithm solving a transportation problem (4). This 

method finds the optimum solution when large numbers of permutations exist by considering all 

possibilities implicitly while only explicitly evaluating a small subset of them. The solution 1s ob- 

tained by maximizing: 

M F 

> > Paty [6] 
i=] j=l 

where M = number of sires, F = number of dams, P = progeny merit, and I = number of 

progeny that result from a mating, . Values of I are limited to 0, when the mating does not take 

place, or 1, when the mating occurs and results in an offspring. Equation [8] is subject to the fol- 

lowing restrictions: 
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M 

ds 1 for j= 1,F [7] 
i=] 

F 

> ly Shy for i= 1M [8] 
jal 

M F 

> yas [9] 
i=1 j=1 

where k = number of times a male can be mated, and f = number of matings. Equation [7] in- 

sures dams are not mated to more than one sire, [8] insures sires are not used more than their limit, 

and [9] insures the number of mating pairs chosen equals the desired number. 

Other methods have been compared to the linear programming technique. Kinghorn (20) used 

simulation to test three methods against the optimum, LP. Selections were based on a matrix where 

rows were sires, columns were dams, and expected progeny merit were elements of the matrix. 

Strategy | was sequential selection of the best available mating pairs. The pair with the largest ele- 

ment, i.e., greatest expected progeny merit, in the matrix was selected and the column for that dam 

was removed. In strategy 2, for each male, the first and second highest predicted progeny value 

was determined and the difference between the two was calculated. The mating selected was the 

highest progeny value for the male with the greatest difference. Strategy 3 was the same as 2 con- 

sidering females instead of males. 

All strategies were applied to three types of populations; a population where progeny merits 

were random, independent samples from a normal distribution, one where progeny merit was a 

nonlinear function of the parent’s estimated breeding values for a production trait and a trait with 

intermediate optimum, and a migratory population which considered cost of importation, estimated 

breeding value and heterosis. The first population where progeny merit was a random sample from 

a normal distribution best describes dominance in a dairy population because selection for breeding 
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value does not affect distribution of dominance values if infinite number of genes each with 

infintessmile effect is assumed (6). For the first population, with no selection taking place within 

the mate allocation strategy, there were equal numbers of males and females and every animal was 

mated once. Under the condition of no selection, efficiencies of the approximations relative to LP 

were greater than 91.7 (LP = 100) when number of mating pairs was 10 or more. Efficiency was 

as low as 68.8 for strategy 1 when number of mating pairs was 2. When number of mating pairs 

was 100, strategies 1, 2, and 3 had effciencies of 96.1, 98.1 and 98.1 respectively. Efficiency increased 

as number of pairs increased. Kinghorn calculated Central Processing Unit (CPU) run time for all 

strategies on a DEC 2060 System. For 100 mating pairs these were 6.9, 18.0, 18.5, and 44.0 seconds 

for strategies 1, 2, 3, and LP respectively. When number of mating pairs was increased to 200, CPU 

time increased to 55.8, 148.6, 149.5, and 415.7 for strategies 1-3, and LP, respectively. 

In another study, mating strategies were used to examine the importance of nonlinear re- 

lationships between relative net income per days of productive life (RNI/DPL) and individual traits 

(11). Potential progeny from the mating of 20,487 Jersey cows to 45 active AI sires were simulated. 

Traits considered were milk and fat yield and 13 linear type traits. Mating strategies, in addition to 

LP included: strategy 1, sequential selection on progeny merit; strategy 2, sequential selection on 

deviation of progeny value from average progeny value of dam; strategy 3, sequential selection on 

deviation of progeny value from next highest progeny value for the same dam; and strategy 4, ran- 

dom mating. 

Progeny means were .459, .456, .458, .312, .453, for LP and strategies 1-4, respectively. There 

was no significant difference between LP and strategies 1 and 2. Strategy 3 was detrimental com- 

pared to random mating. The largest deviation calculated using strategy 3 could occur for any 

offspring of a dam, except the lowest since it had no deviation. Large deviations were likely, how- 

ever, to occur near the extremes, causing this strategy to choose low value matings, particularly if 

offspring values from the lower end of the distribtuion were far apart. Although there was a sta- 

tistically significant difference between LP and random mating (strategy 4), the similarity in results 

between random mating and LP mating indicate that the nonlinear relationship being evaluated 
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was not very important in prediction of RNI/DPL. Hence, this comparison may not have been a 

good indicator of the relative ability of these mating strategies. 

Computing time for LP and strategies 1-3 were recorded for various herd sizes (Table 4). 

Computing time for random mating was not included since in practical application of random 

mating a computer would not be used. 

Table 4. Computing time required for representative herd sizes for four mating systems. 

  

  

Herd size LP 1 2 3 

(min:sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) 
25 4.78 83 1.22 .96 
50 33.16 1.23 1.78 1.84 
100 1:39.12 1.88 2.80 2.86 
205 4:25.46 3.36 5.01 4,93 
252 5:56.40 4.01 6.02 5.96 
  

LP: linear programming 
1: progeny selected by predicted value 
2: progeny selected by deviation from dams potential offspring mean 
3: progeny selected by deviation from next highest potential offspring from same dam 

This table shows that for large herds LP becomes time consuming and expensive relative to ap- 

proximate strategies. 
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Methods 

A program in FORTRAN was written to simulate populations where all dams have few off- 

spring (e.g. dairy cattle) and populations where some dams have several offspring (i.e. dairy cattle 

with embryo transfer). Genetic models included additive and dominance effects. A population 

consisted of an AI bull population and herds of cows. True and estimated breeding values were 

simulated for all bulls and cows. True and estimated combination effects between the AI sires and 

sires of the cows, maternal grandsires, were also simulated. Populations differed in heritability, 

dominance ratio and level of reliability of estimated combination effects. Cows and bulls were al- 

located to one another randomly and by three nonrandom mating strategies which based decisions 

on predicted sire x maternal grandsire combination effects. Average true combination effects from 

random and norandom mating strategies were compared. 

Simulation of True Breeding Values 

For dairy cattle populations, the following recurrence equation was used to simulate breeding 

value, BV, of an individual, 
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BV = SBV tpg + 25BV ngs + MOmi1) [10a] 

where m is a standard normal random deviate and ¢,,,, is the Mendelian sampling standard devi- 

ation equal to .829 a, (27). If sire or sire and maternal grandsire were unknown, breeding value 

was generated using : 

BV = 5 BV sire + Momqy » if sire known [105] 

BV = mo,,3y , if sire and mgs unknown [10c] 

where o,,¢, = .866 o, and a,,q = lo, 

Simulation of Estimated Breeding Values 

Estimated breeding values, EBV, were simulated as the conditional mean of EBV given BV 

plus an error component. Estimated breeding values (EBV) were simulated as: 

EBV = R°BV + e,/1—R? Ro, C11] 

where R? is squared accuracy or reliability of EBV, e is a random standard normal deviate and 

(1 — R*)o? is variance of the prediction error, EBV-BV. Each individual was assigned an accuracy 

determined by the structure of the population, described later. 
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Simulation of True Combination Effects 

In a population where dams have one or few offspring, sire-mgs pedigrees may be sufficient to 

determine genetic relationships. In this case, dominance effect, d, can be partitioned (16) into 

sire-mgs combination effect and residual, 

d=f, mgs + 6. [12] 

Sire-mgs combination effects account for (1/16) o% , which is the covariance among individuals 

sharing the same sire and maternal grandsire due to o2 , dominance variance (16). Residuals are 

uncorrelated and independent of the combination effects. While residual effects are not inherited, 

combination effects are inherited (16) through parent pathways outlined in figure 2. A recurrence 

equation relating a combination effect to its parent effects was derived in (16) and was used to 

simulate combination effects among sires and maternal grandsires: 

Symes = (fs,smes + fs mmgs + fismes + -Smgss,mes) 

~ 25(f5s,smes + Sss,mmgs + Smgss,smes + 25fngss,mmes) + m.67896 [13a] 

where m is a standard normal random deviate and o; is standard deviation of combination ef- 

fects, o,= .250,. 

If only sire and maternal grandsire of the sire are known, only two parent combination effects 

for the sire x mgs subclass effect are available, and if no parents of the sire and mgs are known, no 

parent combination effects for the sire x mgs subclass effect are available. For these situations, the 

following recurrence equations were used, respectively: 

Simes = Sssmes + -25fmess,mes + m.1096a¢ [135] 

Symgs = m1 of. [13c] 
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Calculation of coefficients for 6,, Mendelian sampling standard deviation in recurrences [13a], [13b} 

and [13c] are described in appendix A. 

Simulation of Estimated Combination Effects 

Estimated sire x mgs combination effects were simulated as the conditional mean of estimate 

given true effect plus an error deviation. 

f = Ret e/1— R? Rysy [14] 

where « is a random standard normal deviate and R? is the reliability of the estimate. Reliability 

was assigned to combination effects depending on the amount of records in known parent combi- 

nation subclasses and number of records within the sire x mgs subclass. 

Structure of AI Bull Population 

Each bull population simulated consisted of a total of 400 bulls, divided into three groups. 

Group | consisted of 100 bulls with reliability of predicted transmitting ability, PTA, equal to .99 

. This group represents very popular bulls that appear frequently as sires and maternal grandsires. 

Their breeding values were generated from the upper tail of the normal distribution of breeding 

values. This was obtained by placing a restraint on m , the random standard normal deviate in 

[10c], generating breeding values which were at least 1.5 standard deviations above the mean. 

Group 2 consisted of 260 bulls with reliability of estimated breeding value of .85 . These bulls 

represented selected sons and maternal grandsons of top group | bulls. Group | bulls were ranked 

by EBV and the top 15 served as mgs and the top 10 served as sires of group 2 bulls. Sires and 

mgs were randomly assigned to group 2 bulls, with the restriction that inbreeding was avoided. 
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Initially 2080 group 2 bulls were generated using [10a] and ranked by estimated breeding value. 

The top 12.5 % were kept since on average 1 in 8 bulls are retained in service after progeny test 

results are available. 

Group 3 consisted of 40 younger sires with reliability of breeding values equal to .70 . These 

animals also represent sons and maternal grandsons out of top bulls in group 1. The breeding 

values for these bulls were generated using recurrence equation [10a]. 

It should be pointed out that the progeny test program for young bulls relies on random 

mating of young sires to cows to get an accurate estimate of their additive genetic merit. Prediction 

of SCA presents a possible method for biasing progeny test results. Additive genetic merit may be 

overevaluated in young sires which are mated only to cows whose sires are predicted to combine 

well with the young bulls. Progeny test bulls were not simulated in this study since it was assumed 

they would always be mated randomly. 

The information required for each bull was bull identification number, sire identification 

number, mgs identification number, BV, and EBV. In addition two matrices, one for true and one 

for estimated combination effects between bulls, were simulated. For the bull population described 

earlier, sire x mgs subclasses belong to six different types of bull group combinations, which are 

combinations of the bull group of the sire and the bull group of the maternal grandsire. The six 

possible types of bull group combinations are 1 x 1, 1 x 2, 1x3,2x2,2x 3, and 3 x 3. Reciprocal 

bull group combination, e.g, 1 x 2 and 2 x 1, are equivalent. This is based on equality of interactions 

of bulls, whether they appear as sires or mgs. Combination effects were simulated for all bull group 

combinations, except for bull group combination 3 x 3, since group 3 bulls are too young to appear 

as sires of cows. The recurrence equations for the simulation of combination effects were given in 

[13a,b,c]. 

Twenty sires and mgs for group 1 bulls were generated to provide relationship ties among the 

group 1 bulls. Random combination effects among sires and mgs of group 1 bulls were generated 

using [13c]. Combination effects among sires and mgs of group | bulls were parent subclasses of 

the type, fi.mgs 20d fngsssmgss When used in [13b] for simulation of combination effects between group 

1 bulls and the sires or mgs of group | bulls. Combination effects among group | bulls were then 
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simulated using [13a]. In [13a], combination effects among the sires and mgs of group | bulls 

provide parent subclasses of the type n, 0, p, or q (see figure 3), while combination effects between 

group | bulls and sires or mgs of group | bulls provide parent combination effects of the type j, k, 

1, orm. Sires and mgs of group 1 bulls were simulated to provide relationships among the bulls in 

group | which exist in actual populations resulting in decreased variability among 1 x 1 combina- 

tion effects. The matrix of combination effects used for matings, C, consisted of combination ef- 

fects among group | bulls and all combinations between the other bull groups generated from group 

1 effects using [13a] 

To account for an assumed inbreeding depression affecting performance of individuals 1n sire 

x mgs subclasses with sire and mgs related, a negative component, proportional to additive re- 

lationship between sire and mgs, was added to combination effects between related sires and ma- 

ternal grandsires. To include effects of inbreeding, the numerator relationship matrix among bulls, 

A, was used to create C* , a matrix of combination effects which had low values between related 

animals. 

C=C +25Ab [15] 

where b is regression of phenotype on inbreeding coefficient expressed in percent, equal to -.15 per 

1 % inbreeding. The regression of phenotype on inbreeding was derived by standardizing the re- 

gression coefficients of phenotype on inbreeding, calculated by VanRaden (34), for milk and fat 

yield, by dividing by the standard deviation of the respective trait. The standardized coefficient for 

both traits was about -.15 so this value was assumed for the simulation. The regression of 

phenotype on inbreeding may differ widely for other traits. Due to inbreeding depression it is de- 

sirable to prevent matings between highly related animals, which is achieved when matings are se- 

lected based on C’. 

This treatment of dominance and inbreeding is only approximate. In inbred populations 

dominance covariance may not be fully explained through combination effects, and combination 

effects among related sires and dams (mgs) may not have the same variance as combination effects | 

among unrelated animals (16). Since low levels of inbreeding are maintained in this simulation, as 
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in actual populations, the approximate treatment of dominance and inbreeding should not have 

significantly affected the results of this study. 

The variability of the bull population in specific combining ability over eight replicates was 

examined. Average true combination effect among all bulls, standard deviation of combination 

effects, and within bull group subclass averages are given in Table 5 on page 29. The numbers in 

this table do not include the adjustment by linear regression for inbreeding. All averages of com- 

bination effects were within .09 standard deviations from the expected value of zero. The standard 

deviation was nearly constant over the eight replicates. Since combination effects represent an un- 

selected sample, the expected value is zero. Because of constancy of standard deviation, implying 

equal variability of the bull population in combination effects across replicates, using a single sim- 

ulated bull population, consisting of 79,380 effects, for each information structure and set of genetic 

parameters (to be defined in subsequent sections), and replicating only the herds of cows appeared 

justified. 

Number of sire x mgs subclasses in each bull group combination and number of subclasses 

where sire and mgs are unrelated, for a single bull population, are presented in Table 6 . After ac- 

counting for inbreeding depression the average combination effect dropped to about -.18 . A sub- 

stantial proportion of combination effects were unaffected by inbreeding depression. 

Information Structures for Combination Effects 

Particular parent and record structures, referred to as information structures, were used in 

calculating accuracy, R,, ( and reliability, R?) of estimated combination effects which was required 

for simulation of estimated combination effects with [4]. Information structures for sire x mgs ef- 

fects contained number of known parent subclasses, number of records in each of the known parent 

subclasses, and number of records in the subclass of interest. Comparisons among random and 

nonrandom matings are highly dependent on accuracy of estimated combination effects and, 

therefore, on the record and parent structure of combination effects. The more accurate the esti- 
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Table 5. Mean combination effect and standard deviation for replicates of the bull population. 

  

bull group combination 
  

  

replicate all 1x1 1x2 1x3 2x2 2x3 

mean SD mean 
l 0364 .508 0151 .0367 0425 .0373 .0404 
2 -.0101 505 -0158 -.0117  -.0129 0010 =§=-.0129 
3 0335 505 0019 .0178 .0207 0285 .0320 
4 .0448 512 0339 0121 0152 0536 0315 
5 .0284 514 .0420 0236 0241 0157 .0192 
6 -.0350 511 -.0329 =-.0153 = -.0237 0315 -.0407 
7 0171 513 0197 .0178 0117 .0063 0113 
8 .0476 510 -.0202 0154 0018 0655 0134 
  

group |: bulls with breeding value reliability .99 
group 2: bulls with breeding value reliability .85 
group 3: bulls with bredding value reliability .70 
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Table 6. Number of sire x maternal grandsire subclasses per bull group combination for all subclasses 
and for subclasses in which sire and maternal grandsire are unrelated. 

  

  

bull groups all subclasses unrelated subclasses % unrelated 

1x] 5050 3972 79 
1x2 26000 16226 62 
1x3 4000 2759 69 
2x2 33930 8694 25 
2x3 10400 3713 36 
  

group 1: bulls with breeding value reliability .99 
group 2: bulls with breeding value reliability .85 
group 3: bulls with breeding value reliability .70 
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mates of combination effects are, the more effectively nonadditive effects can be exploited. Little 

data are available describing number of records available in sire x mgs subclasses and their parent 

subclasses (as described in Figure 3) in actual dairy populations. VanRaden found that the average 

number of records per sire x mgs subclass of bulls with daughters in at least 250 herds was 8 and 

that this average was highly variable with a maximum of 4215 (34). 

Three types of bull populations were simulated; a population with much information available 

in the parent subclasses and the subclasses of interest (best), a population with little information 

available in the parent subclasses and subclass of interest (worst), and a population with an inter- 

mediate amount of information available (intermediate). Table 7 contains eight information struc- 

tures for sire x mgs combination effects with varying number of known parent subclasses, number 

of records in known parent subclasses, and number of records in the subclass of interest. Structures 

1-4 were assumed in the simulation while structures 5-8 were not. Structures 5-8 were devised to 

provide a wider range of available information and hence, accuracy. For the three types of bull 

populations, best, worst and intermediate, all possible types of bull group combination (1 x 1, 1 x 

2, 1x 3,2 x 2, 2 x 3) were assigned an information structure (1-4) from Table 7 . Within a bull 

group combination, there was no variation in information structure and, hence, in accuracy of sire 

x mgs subclass effects. 

For the best population, 1 x 1 and 1 x 2 bull group combinations were assigned to structure 

1, with 100 records in each of 8 parent subclasses and 100 records in the subclass of interest. Bull 

group combinations 1 x 3, 2 x 2, and 2 x 3 were assigned structure 2 with 100 records in each of 8 

parent subclasses and no records in the subclass of interest. Such complete ancestor information 

may be realistic for some widely used sires and maternal grandsires in the Holstein bull population 

and was used to represent an upper bound on average available information. 

For the worst population, bull group combinations 1 x 1 and | x 2 subclasses were assigned 

to structure 3 with 10 records per parent subclass and 10 records in the subclass of interest. Struc- 

ture 4, with 10 records in each parent subclass and no records in the subclass of interest was as- 

signed to bull group 1 x 3, 2x 2, and 2.x 3. This structure was considered a lower bound on average 

amount of information in subclasses. 
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Table 7. Information structures assumed for calculation of accuracy of sire x maternal grandsire 
combination effects. 

  

number of parent number of records in number of records in 

  

Structure subclasses each parent subclass subclass of interest 

Jac 8 100 100 
22 8 100 0 
Zoe 8 10 10 
Abe 8 10 0 
54 8 1000 1000 
6 8 100 10 
7 2 100 10 
8 2 100 0 
  

‘structure assumed for best population 
éstructure assumed for worst population 
‘structure assumed for intermediate population 
4structures 5-8 not used in stimulation 
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The intermediate population contained structures used in the two previous populations. 

Structure 1 was assigned to bull group combination 1 x 1. Structure 3 was assigned to 1 x 2 and 

bull group combinations | x 3, 2 x 2, and 2 x 3 obtained structure 4. 

For simulation of true breeding values for group | bulls it was assumed there was no ancestor 

information. For simulation of combination effects it was assumed that sires and maternal 

grandsires of group | bulls were known. The assumption of limited ancestor information is nec- 

essary since the bull population is simulated only at a certain point in time and a starting point is 

needed. In reality, there will be parent subclasses with records available. Therefore, in determining 

reliabilities of estimated combination effects, such parent subclasses were considered, by assigning 

structures | or 3 to bull group combination | x 1. 

Genetic Parameters 

The genetic parameters of this cattle population are listed in Table 8. Heritability in the nar- 

row sense, h?, is the ratio of additive genetic variance to phenotypic variance. A similar parameter, 

d’, represents the ratio of dominance variance to phenotypic variance. These parameters are con- 

sidered for three classifications of traits; production traits, e.g. milk, fat and protein yield, type traits, 

e.g., mammary system, and fertility traits, e.g., days open. Parameters are based on the literature 

(15,31,32,34) and were designed to provide a contrast of increasing and decreasing h? and d?. In the 

simulation phenotypic variance was assumed to be 100. 

Table 8. Genetic parameters used in simulation. 

  

heritability dominance ratio 
  

O5 05 
AS 10 
25 15 
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Calculation of Accuracy for Combination Effect Estimates 

Reliabilities of estimated breeding values for different types and amount of information are 

well documented ( e.g.,37) However, we do not know how accurately we can estimate combination 

effects based on different numbers of records in the subclass itself and in its known parent sub- 

classes. Estimated combination effects were generated using [14], requiring claculation of reliability 

for information structures listed in Table 7. Reliability is a function of prediction error variance 

of estimated combination effects, PE V; Or: 

—+ [16] 

For both sire x dam effects and sire x mgs combination effects, PEV can be solved for using mixed 

model equations, MME. PEVs are diagonal elements of the inverse of the coefficient matrix in the 

MME for the effect of interest. In general: 

l 
2 
of 

PEV(f) = (WM W + Fk) ik 17] 

where f is a vector of estimated combination effects including a subclass and its eight ancestor 

subclasses, PE Va, is prediction error covariance matrix of f, W is an incidence matrix relating re- 

cords to subclasses, F-! is inverse of the relationship matrix for combination effects, and k; is the 

ratio of error variance, o? , to combination effect variance, o? . 

The matrix W’M W is obtained after absorption of the fixed effect, herd-year-season into the 

MME, with M = I — X(X’X)-'X’ , the absorption matrix, and X the incidence matrix for fixed ef- 

fects. It is assumed that breeding values are known perfectly, or that in MME, after absorption of 

herd-year-seasons, the elements of Z’M W are small relative to elements of Z’M Z + Ak, and 

W’'M W + F-'k, , where Z is incidence matrix for the random breeding value effect, A~' is the in- 

verse of the additive relationship matrix, and &, is ratio of error variance to additive variance, so that 
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only the block referring to combination effects,;W’M W + F-k, , needs to be retained for deter- 

mining PE Vey in [17]. Furthermore, (i) large number of contemporaries, (ii) distribution of records 

in a subclass across many different contemporary groups, and (iii) one record per animal are as- 

sumed here. These assumptions allow approximating W’M W with a diagonal matrix having di- 

agonal elements equal to number of records in a subclass. Equation [17] can accommodate missing 

pathways and varying number of records available in each subclass. 

The ratio of error variance to combination effect variance, k,, was calculated for animal models 

including dominance sire x mgs subclass effects or sire x dam subclass effects as follows: 

(1—h*? —d*x) 
k= 18 
f (d’ x v) tis] 

where v = “E for sire X mgs or v= + for sire x dam subclasses. 

When only ancestors of the sire but not of mgs (dam) or only ancestors of mgs (dam) are 

known, only two parent subclasses of the sire x mgs (sire x dam) subclass are known. In this case, 

reliability from parent subclasses for a subclass without records can be calculated using selection 

index theory: 

2 2 2 
RS mgs = -25RSs,mes + -0625Ringss, mes [19] 

for a sire x mgs subclasses with only parents of sire (ss and mgss) known, and 

2 2 2 
Rea = RSs 4 + 25Ras d [20] 

for a sire x dam subclass with only parents of sire (ss and ds) known. 

Equations [19] and [20] assume (i) ss is not related to mgss (ds), (ii) s and mgs (d) are not 

related, and (ii) progeny of different parent subclasses (ss,smgs and mgss,mgs, or ss,d and ds,d) are 

not in the same herd-year-season. The derivation of [19] is as follows: with only two parent sub- 

classes known and no records in the subclass of interest, f,,,,, 1s predicted as: 

A A A . 

Ss,mes = Sfss,mes + .25f, mgss,mgs [21] 
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It follows that 

A A A 

Vartf; mes) = .25 Vartfss mes) + 0625 Var(fingss mgs) 

A A 

+ .25Cov fssmesJr mgss,mgs) [22] 

This covariance, which is equal to the dominance relationship among the subclasses, is zero based 

on above assumptions. Dividing both sides of [22] by o? yields [19]. An analogous derivation 

applies to [20]. 

Reliability for a subclass from n records in the subclass itself, with no other information, is 

computed as: 

R* =-—_“— 
(n+ kp) [23] 

Reliabilities of sire x mgs combination effects were calculated for information structures in 

Table 7 using [16] wiht [17] and [19]. A more general way of computing reliabilities from all sources 

of information (ancestor subclasses, records in the subclass of interest, descendent subclasses) is 

presented in a later section. 

Cow Population 

The cow population consisted of herds of 200 cows. Cows were simulated and bred herd by 

herd. Sixty pecent of the sires of cows were from bull group 1 (.99 PTA reliability) and 40 percent 

were from group 2 bulls (.85 PTA reliability). Breeding values of the cows were simulated using 

[10]. Estimated breeding values were simulated using [11]. Cows were assigned to one of three 

groups, heifers, first lactation cows, and second lactation cows, with PTA reliabilites based on 

sires’ PTA reliability and number of cows own records. The information stored for cows was cow 

identification number, cow BV, cow EBV, and sire identification number. 
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Cows to be bred included heifers, 1st lactation, and 2nd lactation cows. Cows were not bred 

after they completed a third lactation. Proportion of cows that were culled at different ages is listed 

in Table 9, as follows: 

Table 9. Involuntary and voluntary culling of herd by age group. 

  

proportion culled 
  

  

age group total involuntary! voluntary 

calves? 50 50 0 
heifers? .20 .20 0 
Ist lactation 15 10 05 
2nd lactation .20 13 .07 
3rd lactation 1.00 17 83 
  

1 from Pearson, 1971 
* culling due to sex ratio 
* culling includes stillbirths and losses during raising 

Involuntary culling was random, and voluntary culling was based on estimated breeding value. 

For calves and heifers, all culling was involuntary, random, and did not affect the distribution of 

breeding values or combination effects, allowing only the final number of heifers to enter the herd 

to be simulated. 

For a 200 cow herd, effect of culling on number of cows to be bred in a 13-month breeding 

period is given in Table 10. 

Table 10. Effect of culling on cows to be bred in 13 month period. 

  

number of cows 
  

age group __ start of period end of period 
  

heifers 96 96 
Ist lactation 96 82 
2nd lactation 82 68 
3rd lactation 68 0 
  

Four breeding groups, consisting of cows bred in a 6.5 month period, were formed. Each group 

contained half the cows not culled at the end of a 13 month period, or 48 heifers, 41 Ist lactation 

cows, and 34 2nd lactation cows. Breeding groups | and 2 contained different cows. Breeding 

groups 3 and 4 included some of the aged cows in breeding group | and 2, respectively. Some 41 

of the 48 heifers bred in group | (2) were bred in group 3 (4) as Ist lactation cows. This assumes 

a 13 month calving interval. Likewise, of the 41 Ist lactation cows bred in group 1 (2), 34 survived 
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to be bred as 2nd lactation cows in group 3 (4). None of the 2nd lactation cows bred in group 1 

(2) were bred after they completed their 3rd lactation. 

In each breeding group, 123 possible matings resulted in 48 heifers due sex ratio and involun- 

tary culling. The four breeding groups produced 192 heifers to replace the herd. Differences in av- 

erage combination effect of the replacement cows that resulted from various mating strategies were 

evaluated for all herds simulated. 

Mating Strategies 

Four mating strategies were used to determine which bull was mated to which cow. For all 

mating strategies, service sires used in a breeding group of 123 cows included 1 group 1 bull, 8 group 

2 bulls and 1 group 3 bull. The 10 bulls were choosen at random from within the respective groups. 

Since the bull population was simulated to represent a population of selected sires, selection based 

on estimated breeding value was not applied here. 

The first mating strategy was random mating (RAND). Ten bulls from the three bull groups, 

as described above, were randomly assigned to each breeding group, and the number of offspring 

per bull was determined. Bulls were assigned to dams according to the number of offspring allowed 

for that bull, approximately 12 offspring per sire for 123 cows in a mating group. Matings were 

avoided if relationship between sire and maternal grandsire was .0125 or greater. This restricted in- 

breeding to less than .00325 for any particular offspring. 

The second mating strategy allocated sires to dams based on estimated sire x mgs combination 

effects such that the average estimated combination effect, within a breeding group, was maximized 

by linear programming (LP). The LP algorithm (4) used solves transportation, 1.e., resource allo- 

cation problems, and is available in the FORTRAN program Bestmate (Dept of Dairy Science, 

VPI, program library). The same cows, service sires and number of offspring per service sire 

available in RAND were used. Estimated sire x mgs combination effects were read into the program. 

for all possible matings in a breeding group. Limitations were set for the parents as follows: cows 
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were restricted to one mating, bulls were restricted to the number of matings they were allowed 

during random mating. 

Prior to the simulation, LP was tested to determine the value of a criterion for terminating it- 

eration. The criterion compares the total solution (sum of combination effects over 123 mating 

pairs) in the current round to the total solution in the previous round. Changes from round to 

round consist of removing up to two mating pairs and replacing them with new pairs. Table 11 

on page 40 lists decreasing termination values, number of iterations, average estimated and true 

combination effect, and gain in average over final solution from previous termination value. Based 

on these trials termination value was set at .125 for all simulations. Further decreasing the termi- 

nation value resulted in a gain of less than 1 % in average estimated combination effect. Trials were 

performed for other combinations of heritability and dominance ratio with similar results (not 

given). Therefore, termination value of .125 was used for all parameter combinations. 

A third mating strategy, an approximation to the LP solution, was sequential selection of 

progeny (SEQ). In this strategy, the mating with the highest estimated sire x mgs combination ef- 

fect was chosen, followed by the second highest and so on. The method is not optimal but may 

give results close to mate allocation with LP at reduced computer expense. 

A fourth mating strategy was sequential selection of combination effects deviated from the 

average combination for the dam over all bulls available as mates (DEV). Since combination effects 

were simulated for sire x mgs subclasses the average combination effect for dam over sires 1s 

equivalent to the average combination effect for mgs over sires. The deviations were sorted and the 

largest was selected followed by the next largest and so on. This mating strategy maximizes the 

mating selected relative to the value of other mating by that dam. The restrictions on sires and 

dams previously determined remained in effect so the average additive merit of the offspring was 

identical to that from other mating strategies. 
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Table 11. Mean estimated and true combination effect, and gain over mean using previous termination 
value from linear programming strategy with decreasing value for termination of iterations'’. 

  

    

  

termination number of estimated true 

value iterations mean gain mean gain 

2.0 22 -.0668 -.0472 
1.0 79 0794 .1462 0835 1307 
5 126 .1274 .0480 .1426 0591 
a) 158 1512 .0238 1587 .0161 
125 187 1629 0117 .1633 .0046 
063 195 .1650 .0021 .1624 -.0009 
  

‘heritability = .25, dominance ratio = .05 
iteration terminated when difference between current round and previous round was 
less than termination value. 
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Embryo Transfer Populations 

Effect of embryo transfer (ET) in conjunction with nonrandom mating based on estimated sire x 

mgs combination effects on utilization of nonadditive variance was also investigated. The cow 

population was modified to include two types of ET programs, described below. ET populations 

were simulated with the intermediate bull population for a single combination of genetic parame- 

ters, h? = .25,d? = .10. 

In the first ET program, the primary objective of ET was to increase additive genetic merit of 

cows in the herd, by superovulating the top five cows per breeding group ranked by EBV. This 

type of program would be utilized by a farmer with a few outstanding cows whose potential he 

wished to maximize. The five donor cows were superovulated and flushed twice yielding 7 embryos 

per flush Embryos were sexed and only female embryos (3.5 per flush) were transferred. Ac- 

counting for conception rate and losses during gestation and raising, each flush was assumed to 

result in 2 first lactation cows, for a total of 20 offspring from ET. Mates for donor cows consisted 

of one group | bull, and two group 2 bulls. It was possible for a donor to be mated to different 

bulls for her first and second superovulation. Recipients consisted of 35 cows with the lowest EBV 

in the herd. The remaining 83 cows were mated as usual to seven group 2 bulls and one group 3 

bull. 

Two mating strategies were applied, RAND and LP. LP maximized estimated sire x mgs 

combination effects. As before, there were four breeding groups per herd. Each breeding group 

was divided into two segments, ET, and non-ET, consisting of the five donor cows, and of other 

cows in the herd excluding donors and recipients, respectively. Mating strategies were applied 

within each segement. 

The primary goal of the second ET program was to exploit favorable combination effects by 

producing several offspring from matings with large combination effects. All offspring in the herd 

were from ET. Out of 123 cows per breeding group, 27 served as donor cows and the rest as re- 

cipients. Four breeding groups produced offspring to replace the herd. Each donor was 
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superovulated and flushed once yielding 7 embyros. Embryos were sexed and only female embryos 

were transferred. Each donor was assumed to produce 2 first lactation cows. Mates consisted of 

five bulls, one group | bull, three group 2 bulls and one group 3 bull. 

Mates were allocated by random and nonrandom mating strategies. Under random mating, 

the 27 donors were selected randomly from the herd and assigned randomly to the service sires with 

the restriction that relationship between sire and mgs was less than .0125. When mating was non- 

random, ail combinations between 123 cows and five bulls were evaluated and the 27 cows which 

maximized combination effects with the same service sires as those used in random mating were 

chosen as donors. In contrast, the first ET program, described earlier, selected ET cows on EBV 

only, and only a few cows were exposed to ET. This second hypothetical ET program was con- 

sidered an upper limit of the ability of dairy populations, with their current structures, to exploit 

nonadditive variance. Such a program would only be implemented in practice if nonadditive vari- 

ance was more important than additive variance. 

Evaluation of Mating Strategies. 

To determine the gain in progeny merit from nonrandom mating, the average true sire x mgs 

combination effects from random and nonrandom mating strategies were compared. This is equiv- 

alent to comparing mating strategies based on average progeny merit composed of average parental 

breeding value plus specific combining ability because parents and numbers of offspring per parent 

were identical for all mating strategies. 

Within a herd, true sire x mgs combination effects were summed over all matings resulting in 

first lactation cows in the four mating groups and divided by the number of matings, giving the 

average sire X mgs combination effect within a herd that resulted from a particular mating strategy. 

For random mating, this average is a mean of a random sample of combination effects, hence, it 

should be close to zero. For nonrandom mating, the average should be positive. From within herd 

averages, total averages of sire x mgs combination effects across herds were computed for random 
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and nonrandom mating. Differences among total averages were tested to determine if random and 

nonrandom mating systems differed significantly using programs from Statisticial Analysis Systems 

(SAS). 

Means from the four mating strategies were compared using Tukey’s multiple comparison 

procedure. The test statistic was: 

[Sosa Sian] 27 a 
where n is number of herds, X is the average combination effect of all female calves surviving to first 

lactation within herd k, and for mating strategies i and j with i+/, and W is the critical value. 

2 

W = 4,tyr/ [25] 

where q,(t,v) is the upper tail critical value of the Studentized range for « equal to probability of type 

I error, t equal to number of means being compared, s? equal to mean squared error, and n equal 

to number of herds. This test controls the experimentwise error rate. 

Summary of Populations Simulated 

Three bull populations, worst, intermediate, and best, were defined by information structures. 

The three populations were simulated using each of the 9 genetic parameter combinations ( three 

levels of heritability and three levels of dominance), for a total of 18 populations simulated. In each 

of these 18 populations, herds, consisting of 4 mating groups, were replicated 20 times. Larger 

number of herd replications were tested to see if more replicates decreased error variance and caused 

differences to achieve significance. It was decided that any improvement in error variance did not 

justify increased computing cost. The seed for the random number sequence for bull population 

and cow herds was constant for all 18 populations. Comparison between populations is due solely 
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to the parameters of the population and not to differences in the random effects. Two types of ET 

populations were also simulated using only the intermediate bull population and one combination 

of genetic parameters, h? = .25, d?= .10. 

Approximation of Reliability of Combination Effects 

For a routine evaluation of specific combining abilities, both estimates and their reliabilities 

are required. For the simulated populations, reliability of subclasses could be computed simply by 

inverting coefficient matrices of small MME because information structures based on limited re- 

lationships among bulls were assumed. An actual population could include many generations of 

animals and subclasses requiring a strategy which does not depend on inversion of the coefficient 

matrix. WanRaden and Wiggans (37) outlined a procedure for calculating reliability (REL), of 

breeding value estimates using information from all relatives through three direct sources : parents, 

own, and progeny . This approach was adapted here for computing REL of combination effects. 

REL is calculated in three steps. In step (1), contribution of the records in a subclass of interest 

to REL of that subclass, REL,,,, , 1s computed. In step (2), contributions of progeny subclasses 

to REL of the subclass of interest, REL,,oseny » ate computed. In step (3), contributions of parent 

subclasses to REL of the subclass of interest, RE/ ‘parent? are computed. REL from any source 

(progeny subclasses, own records, parent subclasses), REL., can be converted to Subclass Record 

Equivalents, SRE., similarly to converting REL of breeding value estimates to Daughter Equiv- 

alents (37) by substituting SRE for n in [23] and solving for SRE: 

kpRELs 
SRE. = (1 — RELs) [26] 

An algorithm for computing directly the inverse relationship matrix among subclass effects 

proceeds from a list of all filled subclasses augmented by subclasses providing relationship ties (15). 
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The list is sorted so that each progeny subclass precedes its parent subclasses. This list is the 

starting point for the three steps mentioned above, which are further explained below. 

Step (1): While forming the list of filled subclasses by processing the data file, quantities re- 

quired for calculating effective number of records in the subclass (W’M W ) should be accumulated. 

Computing the effective number of records yields SRE,,,, for all filled subclasses. SRE,,,,, is zero for 

all other subclasses. 

Step (2): Proceed through the sorted list of subclasses so that progeny subclasses are processed 

before parent subclasses. For each subclass, identify its parent subclasses in the list, which are at 

most eight. Contribution of the subclass to REL of any of its parent subclasses is computed as the 

squared relationship between subclass and parent subclass multiplied by REL of the subclass due 

to its own records and progeny subclasses that have already been processed. The relationship be- 

tween subclass effects f,, and f,,, 1s sixteen times the dominance relationship between an offspring 

of s and k and an offspring of m and 1, and is calculated as: 

1 
Fse) fen) = 7g (Asm + 4,1, k) [27] 

where Fim) 18 relationship between the subclasses s,k and m,l. Contribution is converted to 

SRE progeny 2d added to the SRE count of any parent subclass of the type j,k,l, or m but subtracted 

from the SRE count of any parent subclass of the type n,o,p, or q (see figure 3). This subtraction 

is necessary because, for example, f, me, ANd fi, my, both receive SRE from their common progeny 

subclass f,,,,, and both pass on SRE to their common parent subclass f., mgs, It is useful to keep 

track of number of SRE contributed from each progeny subclass to parent subclasses for 

completetion of step (3) 

Contribution of subclass to parent subclass is only approximate. The exact contribution can 

be derived using selection index theory. Let y,,,,, represent the average of all records in the subclass 

adjusted for breeding values, which are assumed known, and other systematic effects. Then: 

* 

Vs,mgs = fy mes + 6 +¢ = fi mes +e [28] 
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where 6 is the average within subclass dominance deviation due to Mendelian sampling and é is an 

average environmental residual. Using recurrence equation for f,»,, With all eight parent subclasses 

known: 

Vs mgs = =.5 (fc,smes + Ss mmegs + fis ngs + SS; mgss, mes) 

~ -25(f5s,smes + -fss,mmgs + SS; MgSS,SMS + 25f, mess,mmgs) +e [29] 

where @ is the sum of e” and the sampling effect of the recurrence equation. REL of any parent 

subclass, €.2., fismgs. Based ON VY, n,,, adjusted for other parent subclass effects, is : 

REL, smes = (.5)" Var(f; smgs)! 
A A A 

Var s,mes —.5(. fs mmes + fssymgs + -Smess,mgs) [30] 
A A A A 

—.25(f55 smgs + -Ofss mmgs + Sf, MEgss SMBS + .25f, mgss,mmegs) } 

where predictions of unknown true subclass effects (e.g., fi mmys) are substituted for the true effects. 

Evaluation of the denominator in [29] requires to know not only PEV but prediction error 

covariance of the f, PEC, as well, which cannot be computed in practice. When information on 

all other parent subclasses is ignored equation [30] reduces to: 

Varese) gy REL smes = (5) Wares) = (.5) —a = (31] 

(of +) 

(fc. mos» Se.mes) 
cm ae |: 5 | x REL mes = °RELs mes [32] Co 'f 

where var(e) = o2/n. 

Step (3): Proceed through the sorted list of subclasses in reverse order, so that parent subclasses 

are processed before their progeny subclasses. For each subclass identify its progeny subclasses. 

Four situations can occur: (1) each animal, of the pair defining the parent subclass, has one progeny, 

(ii) each animal has several progeny, (iii) only one animal has progeny (one or several offspring), 
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or (iv) neither animal, defining the subclass of interest, has any progeny . The last case is trivial and 

one would proceed to the next subclass. 

In case (i), progeny subclasses consist of one of the tripletts in Table 12 below. 

Table 12. Progeny subclasses available when both animals in the subclass of interest have one progeny 
each. 

  

parent subclass progeny subclasses? 
  

n j ] i 
Oo k ] i 

Pp j m i 
q k m i 
  

_
 

subclasses are described in Figure 3. 
  

Contribution of the subclass to REL of a particular progeny subclass of the type j, k, 1, or m is the 

squared relationship between subclass and progeny subclass multiplied by REL’, REL of the sub- 

class computed from all SRE except those contributed by the particular progeny subclass being 

considered at the moment. Contribution 1s then converted to SRE and added to the SRE count 

of the progeny subclass. 

For a progeny subclass of the type 1, fin... Squared relationship with the parent subclass (e.g., 

n) is multiplied by REL”, REL of the parent subclass with SRE, from own records, progeny re- 

cords, and from parent subclasses already processed, excluding those provided by the triplet of 

progeny subclasses (e.g., j, 1, i), to determine contribution from parent subclass. This contribution 

is converted to SRE and subtracted from the SRE count of subclass i. Similarly to step (2), where 

the subtraction prevents double accounting progeny information, this subtraction prevents double 

accounting of parent information. 

When each animal in the parent subclass has more than one progeny, case (ii), tripletts de- 

scribed in Table 12 are not unique for each progeny combination. Consider the simple example, 

A 1s the sire of two offspring C and D, and B is the sire of one offspring, E. If the parent subclass 

being considered is /, », it has two progeny subclass tripletts in the list of subclasses, the first being 

Sea Saxe, and f¢; and the second triplett being fps, /,.2, and fp, for j, 1, and i, respectively. The 

subclass f, , appears in both tripletts, but may receive SRE from parent subclass /, , only once. 
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Subclasses must be processed in such a way that subclasses do not receive the information from a 

particular parent subclass more than once. 

For case (iii), where one animal of the pair forming the parent subclass has no progeny, only 

progeny subclasses of the type j, k, 1, or m exist. As with other cases in step ( 3) contribution to 

reliability is converted to SRE and added to the SRE counts of progeny subclasses of type j, k, 1, 

or m. 

Contributions of subclasses to progeny subclasses are again only approximate. Using the re- 

currence equation for /,,,, and estimates of the parent subclass effects, prediction of f,,,,,, without 

records in the subclass itself and without information from progeny subclasses is : 

A A A A A 

Semgs = (fs, smgs + Ssmmes + fies mes + S; mess mes) 

A A A A 

~ -25(fs5,smes + Sts mmgs + Singss,smes + -25fmgss,mmgs) [33] 

Writing Var( fing ) in terms of variances of and covariances among estimates of parent subclasses 

effects and dividing by o? yields REL of Seng . This REL must be computed from PEV and PEC 

of estimates of the parent subclasses. Computation of PEC is, however, usually unfeasible, so they 

are set to zero. 
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Results and Discussion 

Accuracy of Estimated Combination Effects 

Accuracies for sire x mgs combination effects based on various parent subclass and record 

structures and for different genetic parameters are given in Table 13 on page 51. Structures 1-4 are 

those used in the simulation. For structure 1, where 100 records were assumed in each of eight 

parent subclasses and in the subclass of interest, mixed model equations yielded accuracies (and 

hence reliabilities), which approached accuracies (reliabilites) for PTA of dairy cows for yield traits. 

For structure 2, equivalent to structure 1 except no records in the subclass of interest the accuracy 

was reduced by about 30 % of the structure 1 accuracy. For structures 3 and 4, where less infor- 

mation was assumed, 10 instead of 100 records per subclass, the accuracies were considerably lower, 

in the range of .15 to .41. The resulting reliabilites are much lower than those of breeding value 

estimates in dairy cattle. 

Accuracies were also calculated for information structures not used in the simulation (struc- 

tures 5-8) to better document the range of accuracies for specific combining abilities. When 1000 

records were assumed in the eight ancestor subclasses and in the subclass of interest accuracy ex- 

ceeded .9. Sire x mgs subclasses with over 4000 records exist (34). Hence, it is possible for popular. 

sire X mgs combinations to have an accuracy of .9 or greater. 
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Some parent subclasses may not be filled or may be unknown due to unidentified ancestors 

of sire and/or mgs. Assuming that only the sire and maternal grandsire of the sire are known and 

Tismgs Ad firgcs,mgs have records yielded structures 7 and 8. Accuracies ranged from .27 to .54 when 

only these two parent subclasses were filled. | 

Accuracy is determined by the amount of additive and dominance variance in the population, 

in addition to information structure. Accuracies for combination effects in populations with in- 

creasing ratio of dominance to phenotypic variance, d? and heritability, A? are in Table 13 on page 

51. Within each level of A? accuracy increased as a? increased, holding information structure con- 

stant. Across the three levels of A? , .05, .15, and .25, accuracy increased as A? increased. Gain in 

accuracy for increasing A? was slight, however, compared to gain in accuracy with increasing a. 

This indicates that acceptable accuracies may be obtained when estimating combination effects for 

lowly heritable traits, provided ad? is moderate and adequate information is available. 

For the three types of bull populations and all combinations of genetic parameters, corre- 

lations between true and estimated combination effects were calculated over all combination effects, 

before and after accounting for inbreeding depression, and are given in Table 14 on page 52. Before 

effects of inbreeding depression were added to combination effects the correlations followed closely 

weighted averages of the theoretical accuracies determined by the information structure. Weights 

were the number of subclasses in each of the bull group combinations. The computed correlations 

ranged from .18 to .66. 

When effect of inbreeding depression, proportional to sire-mgs additive relationship, was added 

to combination effects, the correlation between true and estimated effects increased and the range 

was much narrower, .50 to .71._ For subclasses with sire and mgs related, the correlation between 

true and estimated effects was high because effect of inbreeding can be estimated accurately from 

large data sets by linear regression and, therefore, was assumed known here. However, the higher 

the relationship the more negative the combination effect will tend to be. This will deter the 

combination effects with the greatest accuracy from being selected by the nonrandom mating 

strategies. 
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Table 13. Accuracy of sire x maternal grandsire subclasses for all combinations of information struc- 
tures and genetic parameters, heritability, h? and dominance ratio, d’ 

  

  

  

h? = .05 h? = .15 h? = .25 

Information 
structure d?7=.05 d?=.10d*=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10 d*=.15 

1o4 58 70 .76 .60 72 78 62 73 .79 
2 41 47 52 43 .48 53 45 50 54 
3ed 23 31 37 24 33 39 26 35 41 
4ed 15 20 24 16 21 25 16 23 27 
5 89 94 96 90 .94 96 91 95 97 
6 38 51 56 .40 52 58 41 54 59 
7 32 4] 46 33 42 48 35 44 49 
8 27 34 38 28 35 39 29 37 40 
  

‘structures given in table 2 
structure assumed for best population 
‘structure assumed for worst population 
4structure assumed for intermediate population 
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Table 14. Correlation between true and estimated combination effects, R, and correlation between true 
and estimated combination effects after accounting for inbreeding, R’. 

  

  

  

h? = .05 h? = .15 h? = .25 

Bull 
population d*= 05 d*=.10d*=.15 d?=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10 d?=.15 

worst R 18 24 29 19 .26 31 .20 .28 33 
R 62 52 48 62 52 48 62 53 49 

intermediate R 27 35 37 28 37 38 30 35 .40 
R 64 55 50 .64 56 1 .64 39 2 

best R 48 57 63 50 59 65 51 .60 .66 
R 10 67 67 71 .68 .69 72 .69 .69 
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Within each herd, the matrix of potential combination effects was determined by the sires of 

the cows (maternal grandsires) and the service sires chosen to mate the cows (sires). The efficiency 

of nonrandom mating depended on to which bull groups the sires and maternal grandsires belonged 

since bull group combinations determine information structure and hence, accuracy of the estimated 

sire x mgs subclass effects. Approximately 18% of the offspring were from group | sires, 70% from 

group 2, and 12% from group 3 sires. The sires of cows, or maternal grandsires, were limited to 

group | (60%) and group 2 bulls (40%). 

Due to accuracy associated with a particular bull group combination, number of matings 

chosen from each bull group combination affects the results of this simulation. The number of 

matings per breeding group, broken down by bull group combination, before losses due to sex of 

calf and during heifer raising, are listed in Table 15 on page 54. The majority of matings came from 

bull group combination 1x2. This is due to the fact that most sires of cows were group | bulls 

and most service sires were group 2 bulls. If more group 3 bulls had been used, accuracy would 

have been lowered and mate allocation would have been less efficient. Number of matings per bull 

group combination was constant across all mating stratgies and therefore was not a factor in com- 

paring efficiency of the three nonrandom mating strategies. 

Mating Strategies 

Means of true combination effects for the four mating strategies, random mating (RAND), 

nonrandom mating by linear programming (LP), sequential selection of combination effects (SEQ), 

and sequential selection based on deviation from dam average combination effect (DEV) are given 

for the three types of bull populations, by information structure, in Table 16 on page 56, 

Table 17 on page 57, and Table 18 on page 58, respectively. For every type of bull population 

and each of the nine combinations of genetic parameters, mean combination effects from the non- 

random mating strategies were significantly different from mean combination effect from random 
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Table 15. Average number of matings per 48 offspring for each type of bull group combination. 

  

bull group combination 
  

  

strategy Ix] 1x2 1x3 2x2 2x3 

RAND 5.8 26.7 4.0 9.4 2.2 
LP 5.8 28.0 4.7 8.4 1.1 
SEQ 6.4 25.3 3.8 10.3 2.1 
DEV 7.3 25.0 2.8 10.1 2.6 
  

RAND: random mating 
LP: linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection on estimated combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection on deviation from dam average 
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mating (Tukey, p<.05). Means for LP, SEQ, and DEV, based on 20 herd replicates, did not differ 

significantly. 

Expected value for average combination effect in progeny under random mating is zero since 

average sire x mgs combination effect in AI populations has expected value of zero. For the Al 

populations simulated in this study average true combination effect was slightly positive due to the 

finiteness of the sample. For example, when heritability was equal to .10 and dominance ratio was 

equal to .05 average sire x mgs effect was .0320. Because the same seed was used for the pseudo 

random number generator to simulate all AI populations average sire x mgs combination effect in 

progeny, given in Tables 16, 17 and 18, for RAND, were all slightly positive. 

Table 16 on page 56 contains the means for the worst bull population. Means from LP were 

consistently higher than SEQ or DEV. SEQ was better than DEV for 8 of the 9 parameter com- 

binations. Expressing the means as a percent of LP mean and averaging over 9 parameter combi- 

nations, shows the effciency of SEQ and DEV to be .93 (range .87-.96) and .90 (range .83 -.98) 

respectively. Theoretically, DEV is a more efficient pairing strategy than SEQ. However, the low 

accuracy of estimated combination effects in this population dilutes differences among strategies in 

terms of average true combination effects. This measure of efficiency is due to combination effects 

only. If means including additive as well as nonadditive had been compared efficiencies of SEQ and 

DEV relative to LP would have been greater. 

In the intermediate bull population LP was the best strategy for 8 of the 9 parameter combi- 

nation and DEV was better than SEQ for 5 of the 9 parameter combinations. Mean efficiency, 

relative to LP was .9 (range .80-.96) and .94 (range .89-1.01) for SEQ and DEV, respectively. The 

reason for DEV yielding a higher mean once is likely to be due to low accuracy of estimated com- 

bination effects. 

The best bull population gave results closest to the expectation with respect to the ranking of 

the mating strategies. LP was consistently the best strategy and DEV was consistently higher than 

SEQ. The mean relative efficiencies of SEQ and DEV to LP were .89 (.86-.91) and .94 (.91 -.95). 

Although the means, based on 20 herd replicates, from the three nonrandom mating strategies 

were not significantly different, in the best population differences approached significance. For ex- 
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Table 16. Mean combination effect over all herds of average within herd combination effect of heifers 
surviving to first lactation, using four mating strategies in the worst bull population 

  

  

  

h? = .05 h* = .15 h? = .25 

Strategy d*=.05 d*=.10d*=.15 d*=.05d*=.10d?=.15 d*=.05 d?=.10 d?=.15 

RAND mean .0009 .0027 .0046 0010 .0031 .0051 0013 0033) .0054 
SE 0027 .0051 = .0074 0028 = .0054 .0077 0030 .0057 = =.0081 

LP mean .1093 .2189 .3138 1181 © 2209) .3390 1172) 2403 .3594 
SE 0131 =.0220 = .0266 0130 =.0206 =.0241 0134 0197 =.0243 

SEQ mean .1008 .2074 .2951 1032 .2128 = -.3142 A100 »=.2244 = .3289 
SE 0128 = .0176 = .0215 0136 .0190 = .0208 0133 0167 = .0189 

DEV mean .0932 .2010 .2833 0980) =.2083— 2961 145) 2197 = 3120 
SE 0149 .0203 = .0236 0145 = .0176 = =.0240 0145 0189 = .0245 
  

RAND: random mating of sires and dams 
LP: mate allocation by linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection based on combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection based on deviation from dam 
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Table 17. 
surviving to first lactation, using four mating strategies in the intermediate bull population. 
Mean combination effect over all herds of average within herd combination effect of heifers 

  

    

  

h? = .05 h* = .15 h* = .25 

Strategy d?=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d*=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10 d?=.15 

RAND mean .0013 .0023  .0051 0014 = =.0025 = .0055 0016 .0037 .0058 
SE .0034 =.0065 = .0082 0035 .0068 .0085 0037 = =.0065 0088 

LP mean .1463  .2755 .3764 1503) .2831 = .3913 1424 .2867_~— 4151 
SE .0167) =.0183 = .0244 0147) = =.0180 =.0266 0139 0191 = .0254 

SEQ mean .1170 .2584 = .3508 1216 2720 = .3644 1287 = .2637 3795 
SE .0146 .0197 = .0234 0152 .0191 = .0230 0145 = .0193 .0217 

DEV mean .1303 .2644 .3406 1381 9.2821 = 3586 1447 2624 — 3736 
SE 0139) .0205— 0231 0133) 0207 =—.0219 0134 =6.0185 = .0231 
  

RAND: random mating of sires and dams 
LP: mate allocation by linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection based on combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection based on deviation from dam mean 
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Table 18. | Mean combination effect over all herds of average within herd combination effect of heifers 
surviving to first lactation, using four mating strategies in the best bull population. 

h? = .05 h?=.15 h? = .25 

Strategy d?=.05 d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10 d?=.15 

RAND mean .0050 .0100 .0138 0052 = .0104 = 0143 0055 .0105 .0145 
SE 0064 = .0104 =.0136 0066 .0106 .0138 0108 .0068 .0140 

LP mean .2781 .4964 .6920 2945 .5145 = .7149 3099 = .5289 7230 
SE 0131 0200 .0220 0131 0210 .0238 0199 0149 = 0247 

SEQ mean .2510 .4450  .6313 2550 = .4572 —«.6506 2663 .4705 ~—.6558 
SE 0125 0155 ~=.0185 125 0164 = .0188 0161 0130 .0200 

DEV mean .2646 .4666_ .6531 .2723 =.4896~—«.6740 2820 .4983  .6840 
SE 0133 0169 =.0181 0129 = .0159 = 0171 0163 0138 0191 

RAND: random mating of sires and dams 
LP: mate allocation by linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection based on combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection based on deviation from dam mean 
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ample, for heritability .15 and dominance ratio .05, minimum significant difference for Tukey’s test 

was .0609. The difference between average progeny merit with LP and average progeny merit with 

SEQ obtained in the simulation was .0571. For this parameter combination number of herd rep- 

licates was increased to 50. Means were .5069, .4648, .4922, and .0126 for LP, SEQ, DEV, and 

RAND, respectively. LP was significantly different from SEQ but not from DEV. CPU time for 

this run was 80.11 minutes so, due to expense, it was chosen not to increase the number of repli- 

cates for all other types of bull populations and parameter combinations. This result does suggest, 

however, that LP will often yield significantly higher mean true combination effects than SEQ. 

The results presented indicate larger differences between LP, the optimum, and approxi- 

mations than previously reported. Kinghorn (20) and Green (11) compared mating strategies to 

LP. In their studies, the efficiencies, based on similar herd sizes, reported for SEQ were .961 (20) 

and .993 (11). There were several differences in the populations simulated in this study and in the 

studies of Kinghorn and Green. Efficiency of SEQ given here from the study by Kinghorn were 

calculated from a population where progeny values were random numbers from a normal distrib- 

ution, but males were mated only once, and matings were based on true values of progeny merit, 

instead of estimates. For small population sizes, efficiency of SEQ was very low relative to LP. In 

the study by Green, progeny value was predicted as a nonlinear function of estimated sire and dam 

values, and efficiencies were based on additive plus nonadditive value. Neither previous study 

compared efficiency based on true value after allocating mates based on estimated progeny merit 

as was done in this study, which could partly account for differences in efficiency. The efficiency 

of DEV was previously reported as .998 (11). 

Combination effect means from LP were all significantly different than RAND, but standard 

deviations of the differences were small, allowing small differences to become significant. Expressed 

as percent of phenotypic standard deviation, o,, increase ranged from 1.1 to 3.5 % for the worst 

population, 1.4 to 3.7% for the intermediate population, and 2.8 to 6.8% for the best population. 

To better quantify this gain, it was translated to the scale of a familiar trait, milk yield, by multi- 

plying by ¢,,,,/¢, where o,,,, is phenotypic standard deviation of milk yield, and o, is phenotypic 

standard deviation assumed in the simulation, equal to 10. Assuming ¢,,,, to be 1134 kg, the in- 
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crease in the worst population when mated by LP was between 12.3 and 40.1 kg. Range of gains 

for the intermediate population and best population were 16.4 to 46.4 kg and 31.0 to 80.3 kg, re- 

spectively. These gains represent increase per lactation expected for the trait of interest. The upper 

bounds of these ranges are from the parameter combination h? = .25, d* = .15. Hence, they are 

probably not representative of the expected gain in milk production if nonrandom mating was ap- 

plied to a cattle population, since d* for milk yield has been estimated to be close to .05 (31,34). 

Mean combination effects for the two types of ET populations are given in Table 19 on page 

62. ET herds were simulated assuming the intermediate bull population, heritability equal to .25, 

and dominance ratio equal to .10. For both populations, mate allocation by LP gave significantly 

higher means than RAND. In the first population, where ET donor cows were selected by EBV, 

mean combination effect from nonrandom mating (.1805) was less than in the population with the 

same information structure and genetic parameters but without ET (.2867). In the first ET popu- 

lation, ET cows and non-ET cows were mated in separate groups consisting of 10 matings and 83 

matings, respectively. Smaller mating group size results in fewer sire x mgs combinations to choose 

from and may limit the gain made by nonrandom mating. Mean combination effect from random 

mating was higher in the ET population (.0196) than in the non-ET population (.0037). Means 

are given separately for the two cow groups, ET and non-ET, within the first type of ET popu- 

lation, in Table 19 on page 62. Mean from the non-ET group with RAND (.0039) is very close 

to the mean from the non-ET population. Mean from ET group (.0446), however, is larger and 

further from the expected value of random mating which is zero. The small number of sire x mgs 

combinations combinations in the ET group accounts for this. 

The second type of ET population, in which donor cows were selected to maximize combi- 

nation effect, had the highest mean combination effect, when mated by LP, of all populations 

simulated, suggesting that ET could be a valuable tool in exploiting nonadditive effects, and con- 

versely, nonadditive effects may be useful in improving economic efficieny of embryo transfer. 

Scaled to milk yield, the gain over RAND was 87.44 kg. However, at the present time, the cost 

of ET is too great to make such a mating strategy feasible. Additionally, if a herd contains some 

cows with BV superior to the rest of the herd, ignoring additive effects in selection of donor cows, 
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as was done in this population, would not be justifiable in a population such as dairy cattle where 

additive effects are more important than nonadditive. 

Inbreeding in Progeny 

The mean progeny value due to combination effects 1s related to level of inbreeding of the progeny, 

since a negative component proportional to the inbreeding coefficient of a mating was added to 

combination effects. Mean percent inbreeding is given in Table 20 on page 63, Table 21 on page 

64, and Table 22 on page 65, for worst, intermediate, and best bull populations, respectively. The 

random mating strategy directly avoided inbreeding by preventing matings between sire and mgs 

with additive relationship greater than or equal to .0125. This restriction produced progeny with 

an average inbreeding of .02%. This level of inbreeding is considerably lower than 2.0%, the av- 

erage percent inbreeding in the current Holstein population. Such a low inbreeding level may have 

caused the average combination effect for RAND, in the simulation to be higher than the average 

from a population where inbreeding is not so rigorously avoided; such as the Holstein population. 

Therefore, it is possible that gains made by nonrandom mating strategies over random mating 

would be greater in actual populations than in the simulated populations. 

The three nonrandom mating strategies avoided inbreeding indirectly, by choosing the highest 

combination effects, which were not likely to include subclasses which produced inbred offspring. 

Percent inbreeding was greater in the progeny produced from LP, SEQ, and DEV compared to 

RAND, but never exceeded 2%. Because nonrandom mating strategies select the highest estimated 

combination effect available, it is likely that matings that produced inbred progeny chosen by LP, 

SEQ, or DEV had sire x mgs combinations effects which reduced the average inbreeding depression. 
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Table 19. Mean combination effect for two types of embryo transfer (ET) populations using random 
and nonrandom mating and with heritability of .25 and dominance ratio of .10. 

  

  

  

ET1 ET2 

Strategy all offspring ET offspring non-ET offspring all offspring 

RAND 0196 0446 .0039 0289 

LP .1805 .1669 .1889 .8000 
  

RAND: random mating 
LP: linear programming 
ET 1: Five donor cows selected by estimated breeding value 
ET2: 27 donor cows selected by estimated sire x mgs combination effect 
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Table 20. Inbreeding of progeny from four mating strategies for worst bull population 

  

  

  

h? = .05 h? = .15 h? = .25 

Strategy d?=.05d*=.10d?=.15 d*=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10 d?=.15 

RAND 02 02 02 02 02 .02 02 02 02 
LP 35 75 1.03 .38 78 1.09 39 83 1.10 
SEQ 1.01 1.20 1.43 1.04 1.28 1.44 1.06 1.31 1.45 
DEV 45 89 1.22 47 92 1.25 50 .96 1.27 
  

RAND: random mating of sires and dams 
LP: mate allocation by linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection based on combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection based on deviation from dam mean 
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Table 21. Inbreeding of progeny from four mating strategies for intermediate bull population. 

  

  

  

h? = .05 h? = .15 h? = .25 

Strategy d?=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d?=.10 d?=.15 

RAND 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 
LP 42 9] 1.13 45 91 1.16 47 91 1.20 
SEQ 1.10 1.38 1.58 1.10 1.38 1.58 1.11 1.39 1.66 
DEV 1 1.10 1.28 54 1.10 1.30 7 1.09 1.37 
  

RAND): random mating of sires and dams 
LP: mate allocation by linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection based on combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection based on deviation from dam mean 
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Table 22. Inbreeding of progeny from four mating strategies for best bull population. 

  

  

  

h? = .05 h?=.15 h* = .25 

Strategy d*=.05d?=.10d*=.15 d?=.05d?=.10d?=.15 d?=.05 d*=.10 d?=.15 

RAND 02 .02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 
LP .96 1.35 1.58 99 1.43 1.64 1.00 1.41 1.65 
SEQ 1.39 1.72 1.97 1.45 1.78 1.98 1.45 1.78 1.45 
DEV 1.13 1.57 1.85 1.1 1.61 1.86 1.12 1.62 1.88 
  

RAND: random mating of sires and dams 
LP: mate allocation by linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection based on combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection based on deviation from dam mean 
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CPU time required by Mating Strategies 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) times required by the three nonrandom mating strategies, LP, 

SEQ and DEV, when run on an IBM 3090, were compared in Table 23 on page 67 for increasing 

number of cows with proportional increase in number of service sires. Increase in CPU time as 

breeding groups increased from 123 to 369 was clearly not linear. Doubling number of cows in- 

creased CPU time by a factor of 32. Tripling number of cows from 123 to 369 increased CPU time 

by a factor of 157. Although for these three runs the number of cows increased linearly, the number 

of matings did not. There were 10 service sires used in breeding groups of 123 cows, 20 services 

sires in breeding groups with 246 cows, and 30 service sires in breeding groups with 369 cows, re- 

sulting in 1230, 4920, and 11,070 matings, respectively. CPU time increased between the third and 

fourth powers with number of matings, while increase with number of cows, in the range simulated, 

was between the fourth and fifth powers. 

Previous studies which compared nonrandom mating strategies also reported CPU time 

(11,20). Direct comparison between times is difficult due to differences in computers and in appli- 

cation of the mating strategies outlined earlier. Both studies did find expense for LP to be greater 

than for the other stratgies, though for populations where progeny merit were random effects, 

Kinghorn concluded that CPU time for LP was not great enough to justify use of 

approximations(20). Green reported slightly longer CPU time for LP compared to CPU time in this 

simulation. For all herd sizes, in the Green study, 45 service sires were available for mating(11). 

On average 14 sires were utilized indicating that selection was occurring within the LP mating 

strategy and many more matings were considered than in this simulation. 
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Table 23. CPU time required by breeding groups linearly increasing in cow number for three nonran- 
dom mating strategies. 

  

Number of cows in breeding group 
  

  

Strategy 123 246 369 

(min:sec) 
LP 0:9 4:48 23:39 
SEQ 0:0.54 0:18 1:31 
DEV 0:0.54 0:20 1:4] 
  

LP: Linear programming 
SEQ: sequential selection of estimated combination effect 
DEV: sequential selection of deviation from average dam combination effect 
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Approximation of Reliability of Combination Effects 

An example of routine approximation of reliability for combination effects was calculated us- 

ing a small pedigree consisting of 6 animals. Ratio of combination effect variance to error variance, 

k, , was 59, which corresponds to hk? = .25 and d* = .20. Let ss and mgss be the sire and mgs, re- 

spectively, of s, and let smgs and mmgs be the sire and mgs, respectively, of mgs, as in Figure 3. 

There are nine combination effect subclasses between unrelated animals, lettered i through q in 

Figure 3. Table 25 on page 71 shows the nine subclasses ordered from youngest to oldest, as well 

as the SRE calculated from records in the subclass itself, contributions from progeny subclasses, 

and contributions from parent subclasses. Subclass s,mgs, the youngest subclass, has no progeny 

and therefore did not receive any SRE,,oseny + This subclass, s,mgs, did contribute SRE, to other 
progeny 

subclasses. Since sires and mgs of s and mgs (ss, mgss, smgs, and mmgs) are known, f, my, contrib- 

utes to eight parent subclasses which are j through q in Figure 3. REL due to records in the sub- 

class itself can be calculated as .7722 using [26]. The relationship between s,mgs and s,smgs, for 

example, is .5, calculated using [27]. REL progeny COMtributed to s,smgs from s,mgs is .5? x .7722 = 

1925. REL progeny can then be converted to SRE, ‘progeny! which equals 14.115, the number in the column 

for SRE progeny 

is added to SRE ‘progeny 

in Table 25 on page 71 in the row corresponding to subclass s,smgs. This contribution 

for s,smgs since this is a subclass type j,k,l or m, described in Figure 3. 

Consider the contribution to ss,mmgs, a subclass of the type n, 0, q, or p. Relationship between 

s,mgs and ss,mmgs is .125, therefore REL contributed to ss,mmgs is (.125)? x .7722 which equals 

.01206 REL or equivalently, .721 SRE. Since ss,mmgs is a type o subclass, .721 is subtracted from 

the SRE for that subclass, as seen in column 2 of Table 25 in the row corresponding to ss,mmgs. 

SRE, progeny CONtributed by s,mgs to its other parent subclasses was calculated likewise. And so forth 

for the additional subclasses. 

After the entire list was processed from youngest to oldest, completing column two in 

Table 25, the list was processed in reverse order, starting with the oldest subclass, mgss,mmgs. 

Since mgss and mmgs have one progeny each, they contribute SRE,,,.,. t0 a unique triplett of 
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subclasses consisting of smmgs, mgss,mgs, and s,mgs. SRE,,,., for mgss,mmgs from all sources is 

50 - .1785 + .1785 + 2.442 = 52.442. For calculation of SRE, ‘parent to s,mmgs, the contribution 

of ssmmgs to mgss,mmgs, .1785, is subtracted, leaving 52.2635 SRE,,,., for mgss,mmgs, which 

converted to REL is .47. Relationship between s,smmgs and mgss,mmgs is .25, so reliability con- 

tributed to s,mmgs is .0625 x .47 = .0294, which equals 1.79 SRE, first number in Table 25 column 

three in the row corresponding to s,mmgs. SRE,,,.., Contributed from mgss,mmgs to mgss,mgs was 

based on SRE,,.9: - -1785 + .1785 since the 2.442 SRE from mgss,mgs are subtracted. For con- 

tribution of mgss,mmgs to s,mgs, SRE, from all tripplett subclasses are subtracted yielding progeny 

52.442 - ( -.1785) - .1785 - 2.442 = 50 SRE. The rest of the subclasses were processed likewise. 

Exact and approximate REL for the nine subclasses are given in Table 24 on page 70. REL from 

the two methods differed for two of the nine subclasses, the difference being .01 in both cases. 

The procedure for calculating reliabilites of combination effects, using three sources of infor- 

mation, without MME, was applied to a pedigree, larger than the above example, involving 12 

animals. REL was approximated for 29 sire x mgs subclasses, 20 filled and 9 unfilled. Additionally 

exact REL was calculated using MME. Comparing approximate and exact REL, mean difference 

was .0051 with standard deviation .0069. Average REL of this population was .41 and REL for 

individual subclasses ranged from .01 to .84. This population spanned three generations and con- 

tained sires and mgs with more than one progeny. Differences as small as those found between 

exact and approximate REL indicate that this procedure for calculating REL of combination effects 

may provide good approximations in actual, large populations. Some information structures may 

exist, however, which would produce greater differences between exact and approximate REL and 

may require refinements of the algorithm presented here. 
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Table 24. Reliability calculated using mixed model equations (RELexact) and by an approximate pro- 
cedure (RELapprox). 

  

Subclass RELexact RELapprox 
  

s,mgs 79 19 
s,smgs .90 .90 
s,mmgs .08 .08 
ss,mgs 43 42 
mgss,mgs 65 65 
ss,smgs 93 93 
ss,mmgs .02 .02 
mgss,smgs 31 29 
mgss,mmgs 47 47 
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Table 25. Example of calculation of subclass record equivalents (SRE) using information from own 
records, progeny records, and parent records. 

  

  

Subclass SREown SREprogeny SREparent 

S,mgs 200 2.4144 2.218 + 16.99-.11-.13-3.65 
s,smgs 500 14.115 .96+ 17.91 
s,mmgs 2.992 1.79 + .02 
ss,mgs 10 14.115 17.93 
mgss,mgs 100 2.992 1.74+ 2.75 
ss,smgs 800 -2.992 + 17.06+ 4.61 
ss,mmgs -.721 + .721 + 1.09 
mgss,smgs 10 -.721 + 3.5044 11.15 
mgssymmgs 50 -.1785 + .1785 + 2.442 
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Conclusions 

This study investigated improvement of progeny merit through utilization of nonadditive genetic 

variance, specifically dominance variance, by nonrandom mating. Generally, increase in progeny 

performance depends on the magnitude of nonadditive genetic variance, on accuracy of estimates, 

and on structure of the population. 

Utilization of dominance variance requires prediction of dominance value of the offspring of 

all potential matings. Dominance value of an offspring cannot be predicted from dominance value 

of parents. Instead, sire x dam combination effect, the average dominance effect common to all 

members of a full sib family, can be predicted from combination effects of sire with parents of dam, 

combination effects of dam with parents of sire, and combination effects of parents of sire with 

parents of dam. 

In current dairy populations, particular sires and dams have very few joint offspring, which 

limits the accuracy of sire x dam combination effect estimates and exploitation of favorable effects. 

However, particular sires and maternal grandsires form subclasses, which can contain many indi- 

viduals. Therefore, increase in progeny performance from nonrandom mating based on predicted 

sire X mgs combination effects was investigated through simulation of AJ bull and cow populations, 

which approximated the current structure of U.S. Holsteins. 
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Nonrandom mating yielded larger mean progeny merit than random mating for all populations 

simulated. Accuracies of sire x mgs combination effect estimates were found to be equal to or less 

than accuracies of breeding value estimates for milk yield for cows. However, since sire x mgs 

combination effects explain only 6.25% of dominance variance, variance utilized and hence, gains 

are generally low compared to additive variance. Therefore, the gain in progeny merit was signif- 

icant but small. When translated to the scale of milk production, increase ranged from 16 to 90 

kg. This is equivalent to 1.4 to 7.9% of phenotypic variance or a .6 to 3.5% reduction of inbreeding 

level. 

In addition to increasing progeny merit, nonrandom mating strategies avoided high levels of 

inbreeding in the mating pairs chosen. This was due to adjustment of combination effects for in- 

breeding by addition of a negative component proportional to additive relationship between sire 

and mgs. The success of nonrandom mating in this simulation in avoiding inbreeding coupled with 

the increase in genetic merit of progeny due to specific combining ability beyond inbreeding may 

justify applying nonrandom mating in actual populations. 

The feasibility of implementing nonrandom mating in an actual population depends on several 

factors. Nonrandom mating would require a national evaluation of of SCA among sires and ma- 

ternal grandsires for traits of interest, organizations to provide mating service, and willingness of 

farmers to follow mating assignments. 

Specific combining ability in this sumulation was limited to dominance effects. In a national 

evaluation, however, SCA would be calculated as the sum of dominance and additive-by-additive 

effects, which may provide additional gain. Recent advances in computing and development of 

algorithms to compute inverses of additive-by-additive and dominance relationship matrices makes 

such an evaluation possible (15,35). 

Currently additive genetic effects are estimated for milk yield, fat yield, and type traits. Eval- 

uations are also available for stayability, calving ease, and fertility traits. Ideal traits for estimation 

of nonadditive genetic effects are those with large nonadditive variance relative to additive variance 

and record structures which provide high reliability estimates. Dominance variance is small relative 

to additive variance in the trait of primary interest in dairy cattle, milk yield. SCA estimation may 
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prove more useful for nonproduction traits with low heritability. Fertility traits, for example, have 

dominance ratio estimates twice as large as heritability estimates (15). Record structures for fertility 

traits are poor, however, yielding low reliability estimates. Better data for nonproduction traits are 

needed to provide SCA estimates. 

Mating allocation services are necessary to utilize SCA estimates when they become available. 

Breeds associations and AI organizations currently have breeding programs which allocate sires and 

dam based on phenotype for type traits. It may be possible to incorporate nonrandom mating 

based on SCA into these mating programs for production, type, and fertility traits. Linear pro- 

gramming provides optimum solutions for mate allocation, but excessive computing expense may 

limit the number of cows that can be mated at one time. Computing times were reasonable, 

however, for mating groups consisting of 246 cows, which corresponds to a herd of approximately 

400 cows. Larger herds could be divided into several groups of about 200 cows each, which could 

be run separately in a mate allocation program. 

Ultimately, the effectiveness of nonrandom mating in a cattle population depends on the 

farmers willingness to follow the matings chosen by the computer. Although there has been interest 

on the part of dairymen in choosing the right bull for each cow, many may have their own mate 

allocation system developed and might not fully take advantage of the information specific com- 

bining ability offers them. Nonrandom mating is currently used by breed associations and AI or- 

ganizations in mating programs for traits with intermediate optima and for traits with nonlinear 

economic merit. If SCA were incorporated into such mating programs, mate allocation decisions 

would need to consider traits with nonadditive variance, traits with intermediate optima, and traits 

with nonlinear economic merit. Gains in progeny merit produced when mates are allocated based 

only on SCA would not be fully realized when other types of nonadditive progeny merit are con- 

sidered. Therefore, in practice gains in progeny merit may be smaller than those found through 

simulation. 

Areas of further research include estimation of nonadditive variance more accurately and for 

more traits, and development and implementation of better data collection systems for nonprod- 

uction traits. Dominance effects for subclasses where sire and mgs are related were approximated 
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in this study. A more accurate model for dominance effects in populations with inbreeding should 

be developed. 

Utilization of nonadditive variance is currently limited in dairy cattle by the population struc- 

ture. In this study, simulating current structures, mate allocation was based on predicted sire x mgs 

combination effects which explain only one sixteenth of dominance variance. Sires and dams were 

preselected on estimated breeding value only. Additional results of the simulation showed that 

modifying the current structure to include ET could improve utilization of nonadditive effects when 

donor cows were selected based on combination effects. Such a mating program would only be 

feasible when gains from nonrandom mating were sufficiently large to outweigh losses in additive 

genetic progress due to selection of parents on both additive and nonadditive merits. Gains found 

in this study were too small to justify such selection and mating programs. Biotechnology may, 

however, allow other modifications of the dairy population struture in the future which will enable 

exploitation of nonadditive variance to a fuller extent. Production of terminal clones would reduce 

the importance of additive variance since the clones will not pass genes on to future generations. 

Terminal clones would be optimally selected on predicted total genetic merit, thus allowing more 

emphasis on nonadditive variance relative to additive variance. Therefore, exploitation of nonad- 

ditive variance in future populations structures in dairy cattle, and in other populations, such as 

swine, should be investigated. 
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Appendix A. Calculation of Regression Coefficients 

for Recurrence Equation 

Recurrence equations [13a,b,c] can be derived by regressing f,,,, On its parent subclass effects: 

Ss,mes = b'frarent +e [34] 

where f,,,«n 1S a vector of eight parent subclass effects, b is a vector of partial regression coefficients parent 

and ¢ is a segregation residual as before with 

b’ = Cov(fs mgs: frarent) [Var (frarent) 1 7 \ [35] 

and 

var(e) = oF —b’ Var(fpareni)b [36] 

Use of [34], [35], and [36] requires variances of and covariances among f,, and fore- Wariances are 

equal to o?. Covariance between any two subclasses are calculated as in [27]. 

Relationship matrix among the eight parent subclasses lettered j through q, as in Figure 3, is 

Var Eparent) | 77 or 
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= 0 25 125 5 0 25 0 | 

0 1 125 0625 0 5 0 25 

25 125 1. 0 5 25 0 0 

125 0625 0 1 0 0 5 25 

5 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 

0 5 25 0 0 1 0 0 

25 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 

jo 23 80 25 0 0 0 Lo 

Vector of relationships between /,,,, and its parent subclass effects is COV(f,snges Eyerene)/O} OF, 

j k lmnop 4 
(38] 

[.5 25 5 .25 .25 125 .125 .0625] 

Postmultiplication of [38] by the inverse of Var(f,.-en:)/o} as in [34] yields regression coeffcients 

b’E.5 .25 5.25 =—.25 —.125 —.125 —.0625] 

which are identical to the coefficients in [13a]. Application of these regression coefficients to [36] 

yields var(e) = .460907 
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